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1. Conflicts & Crisis in the EU’s extended neighbourhood, EU engagement and other international actors
activities: The cases of Afghanistan, Iraq and Mali in comparative perspective

A well-founded analysis of the EU’s effectiveness in conflict and crisis management in its extended
neighbourhood requires a concise sketch of the context of EU engagement. Hence the following aspects
have to be addressed: a) the origins and evolution of conflict and crisis (sub-section 1.1), b) the
involvement of international actors other than the EU that is non-EU states (e.g. the United States,
Turkey, Iran) or international organizations (e.g. the United Nations, the World Bank; in sub-section 1.2),
and c) an overview of EU engagement and its variety of policies in each of the cases, i.e. Afghanistan,
Iraq and Mali (in sub-section 1.3). The latter will provide the respective ‘universe of possible cases(-incase)’ and a reasoned choice for the following in-depth analysis of the features of EU crisis response
across cases in section 2, and an systematic evaluation of EU crisis response policy in its outputdimension in section 3. Moreover, this will facilitate a systematic comparison across cases by identifying
commonalities and differences in EU crisis response.2
1.1 The Evolution of Conflicts and Crisis in Iraq 1922 – 2016
The territories of Iraq have never been a homogeneous ‘nation state.’ In 1922, Iraq emerged as a state
from the British invasion and occupation of former Ottoman provinces. Their consolidation under a
League of Nations Mandate administered by Britain rendered Iraq a centralized Kingdom.3 This
centralized approach gave Baghdad a pivotal position and immediately triggered concerns of the various
communities, sometimes also internally divided, especially among the Shia and Sunni.4 Thus the strife
for independence by the ‘Iraqi people’ was from the outset coming with the challenge of integrating the
many communities into a unitary state. Iraq remained a fragile entity also after the League Mandate had
ended and the country gained independence in 1932.

During the Second World War, Britain re-occupied Iraq to counter a pro-axis coup. However, a viable
political order was continuously undermined by political instability, not least manifest in a series of
coups, before the monarchy was overthrown in 1958. In most of these coups, the Arab Socialist Baath
Party played an important role, and ultimately gained power in 1968, thus paving the way for Saddam
Husain who acquired leadership in the early 1970s and became President in 1979.5 Internally, the
country and people under the Ba’thist government, continued to suffer from turmoil also in the 1980s,
when Saddam’s “reign of terror”6 and “personal autocracy”7 countered any opposition by a patronage
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Please note: according to the overall research design of the Horizon 2020 EUNPACK research project, the
outcome and impact evaluations for the individual cases will follow in deliverable 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4.
3
See Tripp 2002, 30ff; Abdullah 2014, 97-117; also: Simon and Tejirian 2004.
4
See for example Tripp 2002, 61-65. Breakdown of the Iraq population: Ethnic Groups: Arab 75%-80%, Kurdish
15%-20%, Turkoman, Assyrian or other 5%;Religious Groups: Muslim (official) 99% (Shia 60%-65%, Sunni 32%37%), Christian 0.8%, Hindu <0.1, Buddhist <0.1, Jewish <0.1, folk religion <0.1, unaffiliated 0.1, other <0.1, source:
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 2017. For an theoretically driven background see for example: Kalyvas and Kocher
2007, 186f.
5
See Tripp 2002 204f.
6
Abdullah 2014, 152; reportedly Saddam survived at least six coup attempts, ibid.
7
Marr 2012, 178, 207.
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system of ‘divide and rule’; as Rathmell asserted: “Iraq under Saddam had combined the worst features
of a Soviet-style command economy and an oil-rich rentier state.”8
Aside from the schism between Shia and Sunni, the major challenge to the Ba’thist government was the
‘Kurdish question’: The British, in view of the Kurdish strife for autonomy from Arab centralism, had
conceded the right to set up a Kurdish government already in 1922.9 Respective objectives of Kurdish
political parties have taken various forms ranging from independence to a confederation or enhanced
autonomy which some Kurdish regions had gained in the 1970s. 10 The awkward statehood manifested
itself most pronouncedly in the open war in Kurdistan in 1972/3. 11 And the Kurdish challenge continued
in the post-Saddam and post-Iraq war of 2003. The Kurdish parts of society and the Kurdish Regional
Government (KRG) in the north – some in pursuit of their ultimate nationalist goal of a Kurdish state –
have been ready to accept the Baghdad government in exchange for the latter’s support of Kurdish
essentials, not least the clarification of Kirkuk’s status (under article 140 of the constitution) or their
strive for autonomy in a confederated Iraq (if not independence).12
Disputes over cooperation in the economic field of oil exports from Kurdish parts of the country via the
Iraqi State Organization for Marketing of Oil (SOMO) further nurtured those Kurdish groups favouring
independence or at least autonomy.13 Bagdad for a long time has not allocate the constitutionally
guaranteed share of 17% of the budget to the KRG in exchange for centralized exports of oil, while the
KRG’s betraying Bagdad by bypassing the government when exporting oil directly. Low oil prices of
2014ff have had tremendously negative effects on KRG’s budget running increasingly into deficit and
straining the relations to Baghdad further. Although the Kurdish regions fare relatively better in this
regard, the whole of Iraq is beset by ‘bad governance’, i. e. mismanagement, corruption.14
Internal instability was also nurtured by regional forces outside Iraq, most prominently Iran supporting
the Shia minority facing a state dominated by Sunni military officers15, ultimately leading to an interstate war of attrition between Iraq and Iran in 1980, ending with a stalemate in 1988.16 Likewise, Saudi
Arabia sided with the Sunni, and Turkey opposed, sometimes also by military intervention episodes, any
idea of a Kurdish state.17 With the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1991 and the international sanctions and
US military intervention resulting in Saddam’s defeat and retreat from Kuwait, the population was
understandably exhausted by wars, repression and sanctions.18
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Rathmell 2005, 1019; see also: Makiya and Khalil 1989; Baram 1997.
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See Manis 2016, 4; see as background: Yildiz 2007.
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See Tripp 2002, 194-204; Marr 2012, 229f.
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See Manis 2016, 3f.
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Marr 2012, 5-19, 355-59; Manis 2016, 4.
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See Manis 2016, 5f.
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See Tripp 2002, 201-204.
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Abdullah 2014, 139-145; see also: Kemp 2005.
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See for example: Gause III 2007; Özcan 2011; see also below, section 1.2.
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See Abdullah 2014, 146-153; see also: Karsh and Rautsi 1991; Sciolino 1991.
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Disputes over cooperation in the economic field of oil exports from Kurdish parts of the country via the
Iraqi State Organization for Marketing of Oil (SOMO) further nurtured those Kurdish groups favouring
After the terrorist attacks of September 11th 2001 on the US, a conflict emerged between the Iraqi
government and the international community over the United Nations’ disarmament and inspection
3

regime meant to refuse Bagdad any access to weapons of mass destruction. Iraq's failure to adhere to
UN demands coincided with the strong resolve of the Bush Jr.-administration to the use of force against
Iraq, unless Saddam showed full compliance.19 The US-led invasion with the 'coalition of the willing and
able' began on March 19, 2003 and ended three weeks later after a swift campaign in the complete
defeat of the Saddam regime. One of the premises of this coalition war had been regime change, and
thus the emerging challenge became how to democratize Iraq, a country without “a promising
environment for achieving the goal of building a peaceful, democratic, free-market economy.” 20
Such an endeavour required massive and sustained intervention from the US and other international
actors as to facilitate a transformation process, which remained beset by severe challenges including
“a weak government that engenders security fears, a lack of a cohesive identity to unify
Iraq's different communities, a risk of meddling from Iran and Turkey, bellicose elites who
pursue adventurism abroad and whip up tension at home, a poorly organized political
leadership, and a lack of a history of democracy.”21
In June 2004, Iraq achieved legal sovereignty through UN Res. 1546 recognizing the transitional
government of Prime Minister Ayad Allawy, established by the US, not least due to a growing
resentment of the US public opposing a continuous military engagement in Iraq. At the same time, this
resolution established a key role for the UN in reconstructing Iraq, and the position of a Special
Representative (Lakhdar Brahimi), and an UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) were created.22
Legally, consolidation won ground by a new constitution approved by voters in December 2005, aiming
at an Islamic federal democracy. The same month saw the first parliamentary elections since US invasion
bringing the new President Jalal Talabani and Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki to power. In the
parliamentary election in March 2010, Talibani and Al-Maliki were re-appointed forming a government,
which entailed all major factions, thus opening promising perspectives in terms of representing the
many societal groupings, but also fragmentation.23 In April 2014 Maliki’s coalitions won again but failed
to gain majority in this first election after US troop withdrawal in 2011.
Despite this apparent progress in formal and legal terms after decades of hardship, a lack of
professionalism and institutionalization combined with a policy strategy miss-handling liberalization of
the Iraqi economy questioned the substance of political and social change towards social stability and
democracy. Instead, an acute security vacuum arose from a broad spectrum of domestic militias
engaging in insurgence against US troops, as well as massive influx of international terrorism (also alQa’ida) and widespread organized crime.24 Saddam loyalists went underground and resistance grew up
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See Trevan 1999; also: Wedgwood 2003.
Rathmell 2005, 1018-20 (1019); Katzman 2005., 14-17.
21
Byman 2003, 47f (49); see also: Dodge 2004.
22
See Dodge 2004, 39f; Marr 2012, 281-83; more on this below in sub-section 1.1.
23
See Marr 2012, 347; 341-48.
24
See Dodge 2004, 47-53; Rathmell 2005, 1020. Among others, the following state-wide, regional or local military
forces or militias were active: Iraq state (Iraqi Security Forces), Iraqi Kurdistan (Peshmerga), Hashd al-Shaabi
(Popular Mobilisation Forces), Hashd al-Watani (Sunni militia force, Mosul, Atheel Al-Nujaifi), Assyrian militias
(Dwekh Nawsha, Nineveh Plain Protection Units).
20
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to 2006, including also parts of the Shia community, when reportedly about 60 per cent of the
population supported military operations against Americans.25
Violence and sectarian conflicts began to ebb by mid-2008, not least due to an increasingly assertive
Iraqi government, easing the de-Ba’thification campaign and re-commissioning of army officers as well
as beefing up security forces. This positive turn may also be attributed to the fact that large sections of
Iraq had by then “been cleansed and effectively divided between the contending communities.”26 Most
importantly, al-Maliki negotiated a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) with the United States, entailing
a withdrawal of US forces by 2011 and a shift to a more civilian relationship defined in a long-term
strategic framework agreement. In August 2010, the last US combat brigade left Iraq.27
By April 2013, however, sectarian conflict and insurgency re-intensified to the level of 2008, and open
war-fighting was back. From 2013 to 2014 ISIL (Islamic State in Iraq and Levant/ Da'esh) defeated the
desolate Iraqi army and even parts of the Kurdish Peshmerga forces which were well-funded and highly
successful asset in fighting the advance of ISIL. However, Kurdish influence is limited to the North, while
the rest of the Iraqi-government controlled parts of Iraq have suffered from lack of available resources
as well as national disunity, specifically between Shia militias and Sunnis who often engage in conflict
with each other as well as against ISIL. The US started to bomb the IS on August 8, 2014 and formed its
“global coalition” (‘Operation Inherent Resolve’) fighting the ISIL with 66 coalition partners.28 As a
consequence of the ISIL insurgency as much as from fighting back since 2004, a humanitarian crisis has
emerged. The situation in Iraq has also been affected by civil war in Syria rom where refugees put a
heavy load on local Iraqi communities: more than 3.2 million IDPs, and 1.5. Million are (as of 2016/17)
residing in the Kurdish region.29 As of early 2017, however, not least indicated by the liberation of
Mosul, the ISIL is about to be defeated and said to turn towards guerrilla tactics and hence still posing a
threat to Iraqi people and a major challenge for continuing the state-building processes in Iraq.
Obviously, the history of Iraq is an array of conflicts and crisis pestering Iraqi people since 1922. Violence
is emitting from local, regional and international sources rendering social integration and good
governance a constant challenge to all levels of government. International actors have been involved
from the very beginning of Iraqi statehood up-to-date (2017), interventions – military or political –
mostly contributing more to conflicts and violence then to foster state-building and stability as will be
elaborated in the following section. This is the background against which the EU’s engagement after the
Iraq war of 2003 is posed, also in terms of a specific conflict cycle, impinging on the Union’s
opportunities and actions. The various drivers of conflict30 and the emerging conflict cycle, defined by
the ups and downs of social instability, insurgencies, terrorism and organized crime, renders security the
first concern and political priority for every actor – be it states (like the US, or EU Member States),
international organizations (United Nations, World Bank) or ‘something in-between’ like the European
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See Abdullah 2014, 163-166, 169-71; Marr 2012, 260-66, 299f, also chapt. 11, 305f.
See Abdullah 2014, 172; Marr 2012, 286-93, 298, 320f.
27
See Marr 2012, 327f.
28
See Manis 2016 7; for background information see: US Department of State 2017; Ohlers 2017.
29
See United Nations 2017
30
See also a detailed list of ‘drivers of conflict in: Burke 2009, 2.
26
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Union – since it defines the leeway for the opportunities and limits to contributing to and support statebuilding in Iraq reconstruction.31
Graph 1: Conflict Evolution: Iraq (2002-2015)

© Peters, Hanschmann 2017 (based on UCDP, http://www.ucdp.uu.se/#country/645; Global
Terrorist Database, https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/; Heidelberg Institute for International
Conflict Research, Conflict Barometer 2004ff, https://www.hiik.de/en/konfliktbarometer/)
1.2 Engagement of international actors in Iraq (other than the EU)

International interventions have impacted the Iraq ever since the country gained formal independence
in 1932.32 The British influence had been present at the creation of the Iraqi statehood and decisive for
shaping the government and governance structures from the outset of its patronage since 1922.
Decisions taken then have framed the social and ethnic cleavages in the country and also the societal
and political lines of conflict up to today. Likewise neighbouring countries siding with different parts of
the Iraq’s fragmented society, most importantly, Iran with the Shia minority, and Saudi Arabia with the
Sunni majority groups. Divide-and-rule strategies for sustaining their influence in favour of their
respective clientele have been steering up social conflicts.33 Additionally, Turkey’s has repeatedly
engaged also militarily for fighting Kurds in its own society and cutting the influx of support coming from
31

Rathmell 2005, 1014-23.
See Alterman 2003; Fawcett 2013.
33
See Kemp 2005; Therme 2015; Gause III 2007.
32
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the Kurdish communities in Iraq, Syria, or Iran, accused of providing safe-harbours for Turkish-Kurdish
terrorists.34 And Russia – as formerly the Soviet Union – considered its influence in the Middle East first
and foremost as part of its global competition with the United States.35
Geostrategic interests have also the drivers for United States policy in the Middle East in general and the
Iraq in particular. Its engagement has been deeply rooted in its continuous support for Israel, the
economic interest in ensuring access to the immense oil and gas reserves of countries in the region, as
much as its meandering support of regional powers: In the Kurdistan war of the early 1970s, the US had
supported the Kurdish side against the Baghdad government. During the Iraq-Iran war (1980-88) – in
view of the manifest enmity with the Ayatollah regime in Teheran after the hostage crisis of 197936 -had sided with the Saddam government which was even supported by armament deliveries.37
In the wake of the terrorist attacks on the US in September 2001 (‘9/11’) Iraq was on Washington’s list
of ‘rogue states’38 which had already before been suspected harbouring trans-national terrorist groups
or themselves being part of international terrorist networks. Iraq’s non-compliance with UN resolution
regarding its suspected nuclear armament programme39 triggered the war of 2003 by the ‘coalition of
the willing’, instigated by the US, which ended after only three weeks in a total defeat of the Saddam
regime. The Bush jr. administration had aimed at ‘regime change’ supposed to facilitate the
transformation of the whole Middle East into a region of stability through democratization (“Greater
Middle East Initiative”),40 thus also putting these challenges on top of the US agenda for re-building Iraq.
The US-installed Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) headed by Paul Bremer, was an effort to reshape
Iraq, marked by abandoning the Baath party (de-Baathification) as well as the Iraqi military forces.
Disbanding the Iraqi Army, however, led to disillusionment and unemployment of thousands of formerly
middle-class Iraqis then left without alternative income and a lack of access to the political sphere for
Ba’ath groups and Sunni minority. The rising feeling of lawlessness and chaos made former followers
and beneficiaries as much as opponents of the Saddam regime go underground fighting the US troops
and all external actors’ attempts to install new governance structures.41 In the forceful judgement of
Abdullah: “Ignorance lead to numerous ill-advised decisions…” and of Marr, US policy following the war
was “ideologically driven, ill-considered, and woeful understaffed – destroyed more than it built.”42
Thus, ”the United States had ended one threat—an aggressive regional regime—but created another: a
potentially failing state.”43
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See Özcan 2011; Müftüler-Baç 2014.
See for example: Freedman 2003; Nizameddin 1999.
36
See Houghton 2001; Bowden 2007.
37
See Blight et al. 2012; Everest 2004; Phythian 1997.
38
See for example: Klare 1995; Litwak 2000.
39
On the intelligence failure see: Jervis 2006.
40
See, for example: Ottaway and Carothers 2004; Girdner 2005; Katzman 2005., 14-17.
41
See Joffé 2016, 3-5; Abdullah 2014, 162-64, Marr 2012, 267-69.
42
Abdullah 2014, 63; Marr 2012, 267. “But the failure of the United States to understand the politics and culture of
the society in which it was operating and the abrupt and inept destruction of what little was left of Iraq’s
previous institutional structure would soon prove the undoing of much of the progress made and undermine
the entire enterprise.” (Marr 2012, 273).
43
Marr 2012, 302f.
35
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Despite what one may call good intentions, the security situation worsened and state building or postwar reconstruction was severely hampered if not totally undermined by the lack of security and stability
thus asking for a ‘security first’ approach: “Most of the barriers to democracy in a post-Saddam Iraq are
related directly or indirectly to security (…). Thus, democratizing Iraq may be feasible, if difficult, as long
as intervening powers are willing to stay the course.”44 However, the US (as much as the UK)
commitment vanished in view of mounting security challenges of recurring insurgency in Iraq and
vanishing support at the home front. Occupation could hardly be sustained for long, and hence troops
are successively diminished and military engagement largely limited to surveillance and airstrikes as well
as to advice for the re-established Iraqi army. Experts were arguing about whether or not the US and its
coalition parts actually had had post-war plans concerning post-war reconstruction. In effect, however,
following Rathmell’s assertion, the “the efficacy and appropriateness of these plans and processes (…)
are open to challenge”, resting on false assumptions, political surprises proved the allies’ planning
wrong.45
By 2011 most US and coalition combat troops were gone, but the US still launched surveillance of
Islamic insurgent groups targeting the Iraqi government which had despite the unfavourable
environment achieve relative stability,46 however, merely for an interim period between 2008 and 2013.
In 2014 the group known formerly as Al-Qaida in Iraq (AQ-I) became superseded by the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant and captured Samarra, Mosul and Tikrit.47 In view of the failure of diplomatic means
at ending the war in Syria, the Obama administration reinvigorated its military engagement and initiated
the US-led Combined Joint Task Force (JTF) – Operation Inherent Resolve – the major foreign military
engagement in the region, challenged by Russian military engagement on behalf of the Assad regime in
Damascus since 2015. Different EU Member states are members of the JTF, for example, France, the UK
and Germany, Turkey, Denmark and the Netherlands, some of which, for example provide military
hardware to Kurdish groups combating ISIL or launching limited engagement missions of their own.48
NATO has not been part of the JTF, but had overcome its internal controversies regarding the future
engagement in Iraq already in 2004; the alliance “conducted a relatively small support operation in Iraq
from 2004 to 2011 that consisted of training, mentoring and assisting the Iraqi Security Forces.” – NATO
Training Mission in Iraq (NTM-I). Allegedly, many NATO member countries contributed “either in or
outside Iraq, through financial contributions or donations of equipment.”49 The Western alliance also
supported the ISF by establishing the National Defense University in Baghdad.50 Moreover, NATO aims at
a structured cooperation framework to develop the Alliance’s long-term relationship with the Iraqi
government and the Iraq. In early 2017 NATO launched a new training programme in Iraq for capacity
building of security forces for countering Improvised Explosive Devices (IED).51
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Byman 2003, 49.
Rathmell 2005, 1017, 1020-27; see also: Chilcot 2016, and Paul Bremer’s late insights: Bremer 2016.
46
See the previous sub-section on the evolution of conflicts and crises in Iraq (sub-section 1.2)
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See for example Roggio 2014.
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See again: US Department of State 2017; Ohlers 2017.
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The US engagement in Iraq, however, was not confined to military action and support for the Iraq
Security Forces (ISF). Washington since the end of war in 2003 also provided large funds in terms of
development and humanitarian aid for the early period through the International Reconstruction Fund
Facility for Iraq (IRFFI, est. 2004). In 2014, the United States was the largest foreign aid donor in the
world, accounting for about 24% of total official development assistance from major donor governments
in 2014.52 Key rationales for US assistance, which flow through several federal agencies, are national
security, commercial, and humanitarian; the main objectives are said to be “promoting economic
growth, reducing poverty, improving governance, expanding access to health care and education,
promoting stability in conflictive regions, countering terrorism, promoting human rights, strengthening
allies, and curbing illicit drug production and trafficking.”53 Concerning Iraq, as Tarnoff summarized for
2006,
“Of the nearly $29 billion in appropriated funds from all accounts directed at
reconstruction purposes, close to 40% is targeted at infrastructure projects — roads,
sanitation, electric power, oil production, etc. About 38% is used to train and equip Iraqi
security forces. A range of programs — accounting for roughly 22% of appropriations —
are in place to offer expert advice to the Iraqi government, establish business centers,
rehabilitate schools and health clinics, provide school books and vaccinations, etc.”54
While Iraq was not among the top 20 in 1995, it was the top recipient of U.S. Foreign Assistance from all
sources in 2005, Iraq was by far the largest receiving state with 7,8 billion USD (followed by Israel with
2,7 and Egypt with 1,8 billion USD); and in 2015, Iraq receiving about 1,8 billion USD at the third rank,
topped by Afghanistan (5,5) and Israel (3,1).55 Reconstruction priorities have changed over time, for
example from large scale infrastructure programmes, to small-scale targeted community-level
infrastructure projects in 2009 (Tarnoff 2009, Summary), but also regarding the military vs. non-military
items.56

52

Tarnoff and Lawson 2016, 7 and summary: Official Development Assistance (ODA), as reported by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), differs from both U.S. Budget and US
Greenbook numbers primarily because it excludes all military assistance and aid to developed countries. See
also: Tarnoff 2015; “In Fiscal Year 2015, U.S. foreign assistance, defined broadly, was estimated at $48.57 billion,
or 1.3% of total federal budget authority. About 43% of this assistance was for bilateral economic development
programs, including political/strategic economic assistance; 35% for military aid and non-military security
assistance; 16% for humanitarian activities; and 6% to support the work of multilateral institutions.”
53
See Tarnoff and Lawson 2016 summary.
54
Tarnoff 2006, summary, 10-24.
55
Tarnoff and Lawson 2016, table 2, 13.
56
Ibid., figure 2, 11.
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In the United Nation, Iraq had been a long standing concern already before the war of 2003. 57 The
organization’s relevance had been suffering from unilateralist tendencies in the US coming to power
with George W. Bush in 1999.58 With the widespread and intensive insurgency following the 12 month
after the end of invasion, and the lack of legitimacy of the occupying powers, the US also redefined its
attitude in favour of a key role for UN in reconstructing Iraq, thus following a long standing demand by
France and other war opponents. Since spring 2004, the UN became a central element in United States’
Iraq strategy not least due to insight gaining ground that the mission was accomplished in terms of
‘winning the war’ but simultaneously was endangered of ‘losing the peace’. 59 This role was ultimately
defined by Security Council Resolution establishing an UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) as well as
the posting of a (first) UN Special Representative (Lakhdar Brahimi).60 However, Brahimi’s plan for
reconstructing Iraq rested on the assumption of continuous US support and CPA’s would forego short
term political animosity for the long term goal of democratic elections, but quickly proved wrong.61
The UN Mandate for UNAMI, conditioned by the caveats “as circumstances permit” and “at the request
of the Government of Iraq”, encompassed advice and assistance to the Iraqi government as well as
promoting “the protection of human rights and judicial and legal reform in order to strengthen the rule
of law in Iraq”. 62 The self-image of the UN reads as follows:

5757

See for a background: Malone 2007; Sponeck 2006.
See Berdal 2004; Nye Jr 2003.
59
See Berdal 2004, 83-85; Allawi 2008.
60
See UN SC Resolutions 1500 (2003) and 1770 (2007, and for the latest extension of the UNAMI mandate until
July 2017, SC Resolution 2299 (25.07.2016): United Nations 2016; Dodge 2004, 39f.
61
See Dodge 2004, 44.
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United Nations 2016
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“Since its inception in 2003, UNAMI has played a crucial role in providing significant support
in the drafting of Iraq’s 2005 Constitution, assisting in six elections, coordinating UN
humanitarian efforts and the financial assistance of the donor community and providing
advisory support to the Council of Representatives. UNAMI continues to assist in political
dialogue towards a resolution of issues related to Kirkuk and other disputed internal
territories of Iraq.”63
The UNAMI mandate was revised and extended in 2007 (UNSC Res. 1770) now including new fields of
UN support and assistance such as for the regional dialogue with neighbouring countries, implementing
the International Compact with Iraq and strengthening donor coordination including with the
International Reconstruction Fund Facility for Iraq (IRFFI, est. 2004). IRFFI was the main channel for post2003 development cooperation with Iraq. It was a multinational funding mechanism bringing
government projects and donors together, and was managed by the UN Development Programme
(UNDP) and the World Bank.64 This mechanism sprang from meetings of Iraqi national authorities and
donor representatives between August and December 2003 in Washington D.C., Brussels, New York,
Dubai, Madrid and Amman. UNSC Res. 1770 (2007) comprised a reform of this mechanism in response
to Baghdad’s request for a more pronounced leadership role; moreover the revision entailed a new
emphasis on effective implementation, oversight and monitoring as well as impact evaluation.
In this context, UN engagement in Iraq is occurring through The Integrated Coordination Office for
Development & Humanitarian Affairs (ICODHA),65 and the World Food Programme (WFP) offering
assistance indicated in numbers (as of January 2017): “10 million people in need of humanitarian
assistance (OCHA) 18 governorates affected 3 million people displaced (IOM) 938,000 people food
insecure (WFP, CFSVA) 233,000 Syrian refugees in Iraq (UNHCR)” requiring an aggregated budget of
about 1.5 Billion USD.66
The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund have been engaged in Iraq with programmes and
funding for project as much as for the government’s budget.67 The awkward security situation – though
with ups and downs (see above, sub-section 1.1) – has beyond the humanitarian crisis, excelled by the
influx of refugees from Syria, also affected the Iraqi society economy-wise. However, basically a rich
country with significant revenues from oil exports, in the early years the domestic insurgency and after
2014 the ISIL contributed to a sever deterioration of economic activity and increased the fiscal and
current account deficits.68
The government’s development objectives and priorities were defined in the National Development
Strategy (NDS; 2004, 2005, and 2007) and the International Compact for Iraq (ICI, 2007). The latter
defined security, political, and economic reform benchmarks, with the support of the international
community. Moreover, the ICI stressed the link between, on the one hand, security and political
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stabilization issues, and reconstruction and economic development on the other hand. As follow up to
the IRFFI, the United Nations Development Assistance Framework Fund (UNDAF Fund) was established.
However, according to the EU Commission “the combined financial assistance of all donors (including EU
and US) is minimal compared to the Iraqi budget resources.”69
Summing up, obviously Iraq – as the whole Middle East – is of strategic interest to many regional and
international actors, which thus have directly or indirectly engaged ever since the Iraqi state was
founded in the aftermath of the Ottoman Empire. Especially after the war of 2003, the West as much as
the United Nations and other international Organizations have pursued a variety of policies in response
to humanitarian emergencies as much as to instability. Especially for those interventions aiming at
stabilizing Iraq by its reconstruction and transformation to some sort of democracy in view of
continuous presence of violent conflicts and insurgency, including inter- and transnational terrorism,
‘security first’ became the common-sensual approach. Clearly, these features of multiple involvements
of international actors – in terms of numbers, kinds and policies – unavoidably set the context for EU
engagement in Iraq and the Middle East.

1.3 The European Union’s multiple engagement in Iraq

In the run up to the Iraq war 2003, Europeans and EU Member states were – some more, some less –
sceptical of a war option since the US may underestimate the problems of state-building in post-Saddam
Iraq, but instead might lead to an escalation of terrorist activities also in the West. Many EU MS
governments did not believe in a realistic possibility to establish a new political order in the Middle East
based on importing democracy, especially without at the same time tackling the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.70
At the brink of war, the question of whether or not the US should attack Iraq, and the necessity of a
mandate for such a campaign, was not just an issue among the P5 in the Security Council but became
the bone of contention among transatlantic partners.71 The issue of the impending war on Iraq
generated a threefold split of the West:
1) a transatlantic rift between the US and those EU partners opposing the war (France, Germany,
Belgium, Greece, Luxembourg, Austria, Finland, Sweden, Ireland, Norway);
2) a dispute between EU member states, pitting the war opponents (see 1.) against those governments
supporting the use of force (UK, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Denmark, and all the governments of the then
EU candidate states);72
3) a discord between the consistently war-averse publics and their governments in the European
countries supporting war.73
As a consequence of these splits the viability of Western institutions, specifically of NATO and the EU,
was jeopardized, which, contrary to their purported function, apparently failed as facilitators of
69
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consultations and compromise among member states.74 Intense bitterness marked the debate during
and emerging from Iraq conflict in early 2003 and illuminated underlying points of tension. As
consequence, this triggered a relaunch of ESDP on a firmer footing since the debate among MS and the
resulting disagreement discredited some of the more unrealistic ambitions regarding CFSP and ESDP in
favour of the indispensability of a close link to NATO and US and pragmatism.75 This was also the context
defining the implicit functions of the 2003 European Security Strategy paper (ESS) meant to send an
appeal of unity to Member States, a message of reconciliation to the United States and a proclamation
of resolve to the rest of the World.76
This at times traumatic experience of disunity had its repercussion on policy-making in the EU regarding
the reconstruction of Iraq. After quite some debate, however, EU engagement emerged in terms of
Council as well as Commission foreign policy, in parallel to policies pursued by Member States bilaterally
vis-à-vis Iraq.77 The political framework was negotiated with the Iraqi Government from 2006 onwards,
resulting in The Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA), signed in 2012 and the Memorandum of
Understanding on Energy Cooperation (Jan 2012). While the former became the “legal framework for
improving ties and cooperation in a wide range of areas”, including “political issues, counter-terrorism,
trade, human rights, health, education and the environment”, the later constitutes a framework for
developing energy relations – a manifest economic vested interest of the EU and its member states.78
Despite other disagreements, Europeans were strongly in favour of the UN to assume control, a quick
transfer of sovereignty to Iraqi people and to prepare for early elections.79 EU had had no political or
contractual relations throughout the 24 years of Saddam’s regime other than participating in UN
sanctions and in flows of humanitarian aid where it became the second most important donor behind
the UN after 1992; but trade relations were significant, especially regarding energy.80
Despite earlier reservations against US ideas of democratizing the country from the outside, EU MS and
the Council mandated by a Joint Action the first European Union Integrated Rule of Law Mission for Iraq
(EUJUST LEX-Iraq), a civilian crisis management mission under ESDP. Aiming at enhancing domestic
security, the rule of law as much as promoting “a culture of respect for human rights” and gender, this
was an ‘integrated’ mission since it subscribed to “providing professional development opportunities for
high and mid-level Iraqi officials” from across the Criminal Justice System (CJS) as a whole that is the
police, the judiciary and the penitentiary. In response to an invitation of the Prime Minister of the
interim government of Iraq, it became operational in July 2005, with the mandate extended four times
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until termination on 31 December 2013. 81 The EU activities were co-ordinated with counterparts
engaging also in this field, particularly with the US and UN.82
As concrete policy measures (or operational instruments), the 2005-Mission Mandate foresaw training
activities of CJS personnel occurring inside EU countries, depending on offers from MS, or in the region
with an Mission liaison office in Baghdad (Art. 2.3); training within Iraq was considered optional
depending on the improvement of the security situation in the country (Art. 2,3). The high risk security
situation in Iraq rendered what was meant to be merely the support office in Brussels the main hub and
organizational unit until 2010. Since the security situation had visibly improved from 2008 onwards, the
Mission – following the revised 2010-mandate – were to be “progressively shift its activities and relevant
structures to Iraq”, but training in the Union or the region remained optional (2010, Preamble, 3; Art.
2,4). The Mission’s headquarter now moved to Baghdad with a field office in Erbil (Kurdistan Region),
and a satellite office in Basra (Southern Iraq). 83
Despite its alleged success in terms of quantitative indicators regarding trained Iraqi personal84, the
overall accomplishments were questioned inside the Council and the support by MS had vanished after
four extensions of the Mission. This ultimately led to closure of the Mission as of December 2013. Still
the Council affirmed “its commitment to a smooth and effective handover of the activities of the
European Union Integrated Rule of Law Mission for Iraq, EUJUST LEX-Iraq, to other EU and international
actors and to Iraqi authorities, ensuring that follow-up activity builds on lessons learnt and
achievements accomplished by the mission.”85
This Council ESDP endeavour has been complemented by EU Commission RoL programmes in support of
UNDP activities,86 or state-building contributions for “Strengthening the efficiency and credibility of the
criminal justice system and enhancing the rule of law” via the GFA Consulting group (Hamburg).87
Moreover, using the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIHDHR) for support of
civil society organisations “based on the principles of democracy, good governance and accountability”
and support for establishing a modern state administration especially regarding water and sanitation,
health and education. 88
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Additionally, the Commission initiated a programme in support of the electoral process in Iraq since
2004. This partly happened through the UN arm of IRFFI (see section 1.2) in support of the independent
High Electoral Commission (IHEC); Projects were devoted to ensure open, transparent and cost-efficient
elections as well as “empowering women and young people in the electoral process, providing electoral
observation and media monitoring, and promoting professional election reporting”, and to maximize
voter turn-out. The EU Commission, however also set up its own EU Election Expert Mission to Iraq for
the Provincial elections in 2009; the EU Election Expert Mission (ELE), established for a limited
timeframe of January to September 2009, was implemented by out-sourcing this to a private actor, the
Berenschot Groep Bv.89
The main engagement of the EU Commission was basically defined by the competences according to the
EU Treaties. Hence, the Commission has been in charge of trade policy also covered by the PCA and – as
becomes clear from core Commission documents of 2004 and 2006 – considered trade and
development a significant part of the transition to democracy, a market economy and overall the
reconstruction and development of Iraq.90 According to official EU statistics, the EU is (as of YEAR?)
Iraq's second-biggest trade partner behind China, followed by India, Syria, Turkey, and South Korea; the
total bilateral trade between the EU and Iraq amounted to over €16.1 billion in 2015; and EU imports
from Iraq were worth €11.1 billion in 2015, with Oil imports representing up to 99.7% of all EU imports
from Iraq. At the same time, the EU is the fourth-largest source of imports for Iraq followed by Turkey,
Syria and China. And the EU exported €5 billion worth of goods to Iraq in 2015, dominated by machinery
and transport equipment, chemicals, food and live animals.91
Since 2003, the European Commission has been the third largest development partner of Iraq, after the
US and Japan. The Commission's Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development
(DG DEVCO) unit in charge of development aid meant to tackle longer-term issues as follow up on
humanitarian aid, which is handled through the Directorate-General for European Civil Protection and
Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO). The Commission is one of about 25 members of the donor
committee of the International Reconstruction Fund Facility for Iraq (IRFFI; see section 1.2), contributing
on a regular basis.92 For example, the Council in 2008 prided itself that the European community spent
€829 million on reconstruction and humanitarian support since 2003.93
Besides other international organizations (UN) or non-government organizations and the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the EU stared immediately after the 2003 war to provide
humanitarian aid to Iraq through its Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection department (ECHO).94 Its
declared aims have been: “to ensure that displaced Iraqis, returnees and other vulnerable groups have
access to basic needs and services, such as food, clean water, shelter, education and healthcare.”95 The
deteriorated security situation in view of ISIL activities and the final fight of the Iraqi military (together
89
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with Kurdish troops and supported by the US coalition) the Commission – based on EU Strategic Plan for
Syria and Iraq, 201596 – has used its Instrument for Stabilisation also in support of the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) for internally displaced persons as much as refugees coming from
neighbouring countries (Syria).97
Summing up, the EU obviously has shown a comprehensive engagement in Iraq across multiple policy
fields in order to tackle the manifold challenges: humanitarian and refugee aid, development
programmes for state-building and reconstruction as much as with its ESDP mission 2005-2013 the
transformation of the criminal judicial system also incorporating efforts at establishing a culture of
human rights and gender sensitivity. In view of this gamut of activities and policies involving many
different EU agencies in charge of Commission as well as Council foreign policy in the realm of crisis
response a choice of cases-in-case have to be made for the focal analysis of this report regarding
features and effectiveness of EU crisis and conflict management policy output.
Selection criteria for our respective cases-in-case are ‘salience’ in terms of political and financial input
and ‘visibility’ as much as ‘variety’ in terms of covering Council as much as Commission foreign policy.
Hence, for the case of Iraq the EUJUST LEX-Iraq mission, initiated by the Council and implemented by the
European External Action Service (EEAS), as well as Development cooperation run by the Commission’s
Directorate General DEVCO are chosen in line with the aforementioned criteria.
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Table 1: EU Crisis Response in the Extended Neighbourhood: Cases & Cases-in-case
WP 7
Cases/
Countries
Cluster of
Sub-cases
«Council
•
foreign
policy»

«Commissio
n foreign
policy»

•

Enver Ferhatovic

Ingo Peters

Rabea Heinemann

Afghanistan

Iraq

Mali

SSR: CSDP
supported/ EC
funded and
managed
o ANP Training
Center
RoL: EC funding,
steering of
activities/projects of
the Law and Order
Trust Fund for
Afghanistan (LOTFA)

EXCLUDED:
• Trade
• Human Rights
• Democratisation
• Political Dialogue
• Humanitarian Aid

•

•
•

EUJUST LEX-Iraq!
o Including RoL
support
programme of
Commission

•

Development Aid
RoL support (s.a.)

•

EXCLUDED:
• Trade
• Humanitarian Aid &
Civil Protection
(ECHO)
• Human rights,
electorate process
• Refugees Aid inside
& outside Iraq
• Special measures
2016 (Mosul)
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•

[SSR : EUCAP Sahel Mali
as broader, regional
framework]
SSR : EU TM Mali

EU RoL engagement
o In the framework of
the National Indicative
Programme (NIP):
Institutions,
Corruption,
Decentralisation
• Development &
Humanitarian Aid
o Food Security/
migration nexus >>NIP
o Rural Development/
Transportation
EXCLUDED:
• Trade (Economic
Partnership Agreement)
• Electorate Process

2. Case Study Iraq:
Features of EU Crisis Response during policy formulation – Policy Output

This section will provide a systematic analysis of EU foreign policy in the realm of crisis response policy in
Iraq focussing in a first step (in line with the overall RQ 1) regarding the features of the output of EU
policy-making in Brussels, along two sets of four criteria in terms of 1) Problem definitions and
objectives/ priorities, and 2) strategies and instruments (policy measures or programmes).98 In the first
set, ‘strategic objectives’ (or ultimate, global, overall objectives) are differentiated from ‘intermediate
objectives’ which are to some degree instrumental for reaching the strategic objectives and hence could
also be qualified as ‘strategies of first order’ or ‘grand strategies’. While looking for objectives means to
answer what an actor wants to achieve, searching for strategies is about how an actor wants to reach
his/her objectives.
The analysis is based on a selected sample of EU documents from the Council and Commission side alike
which will method-wise be scrutinized in terms of systematic qualitative (but not yet quantitative)99
content analysis. For the overall case of Iraq this means to analyse core EU documents outlining EU
policy; here for Council foreign policy the following documents will be scrutinized: a) EU Council
conclusions 2003-2016, b) EU Council: Strategic Partnership with the Mediterranean and the Middle East
2004, and as far as addressing the general level of policy making also c) the 2005 mandate of the civilian
crisis management ESDP mission EUJUST LEX-Iraq and the revised version of 2010. For investigating the
respective criteria in Commission foreign policy, a) the EU ‘Framework for Action’ of 2004, b) the
Recommendations for renewed European Union engagement in Iraq (2006), c) the Joint Strategy Paper
2011-2013 (JSP) of 2010, and d) the Multiannual Indicative Programme (MAIP) 2014-2017, issued in
2014, are analysed. The selection criteria for this choice of reference documents are ‘political salience’
as well as some ‘coverage of the overall time span’ for this report, covering EU crisis response policy
from 2003 to 2016.
As selected in subsection 1.3, EU foreign policy will be analysed in detail for two cases-in-case, the first
covering Council foreign policy, and the later Commission foreign policy: 1) the 2005 mandate of the
EUJUST LEX-Iraq civilian crisis management mission, and 2) reconstruction and development policy via
DEVCO. These cases-in-case are in themselves part of the list of the EU’s ‘intermediate objectives’ (s.a.)
which are all part and parcel of the operational dimension of policy-making. These specific policies do
come with their own problem definitions and objectives, strategies and instruments. Hence, to avoid
language ambiguities application of these foreign-policy-analysis’ criteria are addressed on this level of
policy-making as ‘operational’ (or ‘tactical’) objectives, and ‘operational’ (or ‘tactical’) strategies and
instruments.
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2.1 Characteristics of EU’s Policy vis-à-vis Iraq: Problem Definition and Objectives

“Mission accomplished!” President George W. Bush claimed at the victory celebration of the US-led
coalition war over Iraqi forces aboard the USS aircraft carrier Abraham Lincoln on May 1, 2003. 100
However, to topple Saddam Hussein, aside for the officially aim of preventing his potential use of
weapons of mass destruction, and regime change as first step towards a stable and democratic greater
Middle East, was merely half the mission. ‘Regime change’ moreover encompassed the reconstruction
of the country, the establishment of democratic rule, a functioning state and rebuilding stateinstitutions as well as social integration of the manifold social and ethnic groups. This was the (selfimposed) tall order the US and the international community as well as ‘the Iraq’ was facing in 2003: War
had been won, but how to win the peace? 101
Against this background, how did the EU define the challenges regarding Iraq after the war? Which
distinct features characterized the EU’s problem definition as foundation for its engagement in Iraq?
Despite the internal split among EU MS over participation in the war coalition, and the wide-spread
scepticism regarding the US optimism to democratize Iraq by international intervention, MS’s
perception of challenges in Iraq in need to be tackled was matching the view of the majority of experts
of the time: “the reintegration of Iraq into the international community as a sovereign, independent
democratic country, at peace with itself and with its neighbours and with its territorial integrity
preserved.”102 Nevertheless, in 2003 and 2004 mostly due to internal difference of commitment by
Member States’, the Council’s interpretation of the context and definition of the challenges at hand as
much as of its engagement in Iraq were marked by a hesitant start combined with a preference for
symbolic gestures and heavy reliance on Commission instruments.103
The hesitant start became visible by a low commitment of the EU MS and the EU Commission at the
Madrid donor conference (Oct. 2003) manifest in a strong reliance on humanitarian aid and using the
UNDP as channel also for building local institutions.104 The first EU strategy document on Iraq came
from the Commission on request from the Council. It was also indicative for the lack of resolve and the
problem of finding agreement on immediate or short-term engagement as the Commission’s
“Framework for Engagement” (June 2004) was more leaning towards long-term perspectives than shortterm action.105 The latter was consistent, however, with the Council’s appraisal that the Strategic
Partnership with the Mediterranean and the Middle East objective (“the development of a prosperous,
secure and vibrant” region), by which also Iraq was covered by extension to the countries “East of
Jordan”, to be successful required “a long term and coherent engagement with a pragmatic
approach.”106
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Successively, however, more and more governments realized that symbolic politics was inadequate a
response in view of challenges which also affected the European Union: First, the insight grew that
Europe had a bigger stake in a successful transition in Iraq than the US, including stabilizing Turkey and
the European neighbourhood and encouraging the return of the large number of Iraqi exiles in Europe.
After all the geographical proximity as much as increasing links between Europe and the region due to a
“growing number of EU residents and citizens of the EU have origins” there, the Council had already
acknowledged the “growing interdependence” also with the countries ‘East of Jordan’.107 Second, due to
the EU’s own experience regarding national reconciliation and the development of decentralisation and
federal order, the EU considered itself potentially as a credible actor with a significant role in re-building
the Iraqi state, its political, and judicial and security institutions. As the High Rep and the Commission
framed it: “Given the EU’s own successful experience in supporting processes of transition from
authoritarian systems of government to systems based on democracy, as well as EU Member States
diverse experience with federalism and decentralisation (…)”; the EU -- the commission as much as the
Council – committed itself to support the transition of Iraq.108
Moreover, and third, often overlooked, post-war engagement in Iraq was also sending a signal to the
United States for reinvigorating the transatlantic partnership. However, this was an ambiguous signal
since it rooted in self-serving economic interests, since it was part of transatlantic rift over whether or
not the non-coalitions EU MS and thus their companies should be eligible for taking part in
reconstruction projects. 109 Engagement and visibility was, however, beyond short term but moreover in
long-term economic interest in re-establishing trade relations, namely EU imports of Iraq oil.110
As another feature of EU Council policy-making, its problem-definition was dominated by security
concerns, resulting overall in a “security first” approach. For all international actors involving themselves
in Iraq’s reconstruction – the US, the UN and the World Bank – the respective security situation on the
ground was also for the EU – the Council as much as the Commission, or individual MS -- the sine qua
non for any hope for meaningful post-conflict reconstruction and state-building in Iraq.111
The changes of tide regarding security conditions in Iraq became an integral part of continuous EU
statements over time. The Commission in its ‘Framework of Engagement’ document of June 2004
emphasised its core concern as the “acute insecurity which continues to afflict the Iraqi population in
their day-to-day lives and hamper progress in the country’s political, economic and social recovery.” 112
Likewise already in 2004, the Council spotted incidents like assassinations, kidnappings and not least
terrorist violence as chief concerns.113 Moreover, the Council “expressed its abhorrence” of evidence on
the mistreatment and degradation of prisoners in Iraqi prisons.114 The Council also admitted that
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realizing the prospects for its Rule of Law mission (see above and below) also depended on the actual
developments in the security situation.115
In view of wide-spread and intensive militia insurgency and terrorist attacks against US troops and the
Iraqi government security forces and state institutions, questioning all efforts on re-construction and
state-building in 2007-8, the Council recalled “that further improvements in the security situation in Iraq
are central to the Government of Iraq’s efforts to build a stable and prosperous state”, and condemned
all acts of terrorism and sectarian violence.116 As the intensity of insurgency and terrorism decreased
about 2008, this provided leeway for re-adjusting EU policies from immediate crisis management to
sustainable reconstruction and development, the prerogative of the EU Commissions activities in Iraq.117
However, the more relaxed security situation was a four-year episode with re-intensified insecurity reemerging about 2012/13, making the EU Council stress its concerns regarding a deteriorating human
rights situation, and “in particular the situation of women and vulnerable groups such as persons
belonging to religious and ethnic minorities”, sectarian tensions and violence.118 With the emergence of
the ISIL/ Da’esh in the aftermath of the Arab Spring in 2011, the EU Council welcomed the Global
Coalition’s efforts at countering Da’esh, including military action in accordance with international law.
But this position was explicitly qualified by asserting that “military action in this context is necessary but
not sufficient to defeat Da’esh.”119
Moreover, after the civil war in Syria had emerged following the ‘Arab Spring’ in 2011, the Council could
not help but acknowledge the uprising’s negative impact for security and the humanitarian situation in
Iraq.120 Thus, overall the changes in the security situation that is the intensity of violence, terrorism and
human rights violations – influence by social and ethnic cleavages inside Iraq as much as influx from
Iraq’s neighbourhood – were realized by the EU Council as fundamental challenge for any engagement
in Iraq in the time-span of this investigation (2003-2016), providing for another feature of EU’s Iraq
policy at the interface between the prevailing perception of challenges and the formulation of ultimate/
strategic objectives: “security first!”.

Intrinsically linked to the way actors are defining the political challenges for policy-making, here the
response to the post-war political, economic and social crisis in Iraq, is the EU’s agenda setting that is
defining objectives and priorities of policy-making in order to cope with the said challenges: The
strategic objectives the Council summarize in one parsimonies sentence: The Union’s objective is “a
secure, stable, unified, prosperous and democratic Iraq that will make a positive contribution to the
stability of the region”.121 Council objectives framed the EU Commission’s formulations of strategic
objectives, considered indispensable for any following EU’s commitment and engagement for
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reconstruction of Iraq, which were already defined in the Commissions position paper for the Madrid
Donors conference (Oct. 2003): 122
“Iraq now has a unique opportunity to transform itself from an authoritarian regime and
command economy to a representative, democratic political system that promotes respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms and a functioning market economy. This objective
deserves the full support of the European Union and the international community as a whole.”
Interestingly, the EU Commission formulated its political objectives not in terms of idealistic-altruistic
goals but explicitly as EU “interests”: a) to establish a secure, stable and democratic Iraq, based on a
new constitution guaranteeing human rights and fundamental freedoms, b) to establish an open, stable,
sustainable and diversified marked economy, and c) to achieve Iraq’s regional and international
integration.123 These ‘interests’ mirrored the Council’s concerns about good-governance issues in the
broader Middle East, including Iraq and other states “East of Jordan”. 124 The Commission agenda was
re-emphasized in view of the political and security gains in Iraq since 2008 in Joint Strategy Paper (JSP)
2011-13; this was meant as a joint EU effort but also formulated jointly with the Iraq government.125
Another feature of the EU’s way of formulating its strategic agenda as well as intermediate objectives is
the complexity and diversity of the way the agenda is formulated in various core documents as much as
its manifold accentuations. This, on the one hand, may be doing justice to the complex challenges;
however, on the other hand, this renders this a matter of concern in terms of EU policy output
effectiveness. May it suffice at this point to indicate but one example: In the very substantial
Commission ‘Recommendations for renewed European Union engagement with Iraq’ of 2006, five “EU
objectives” are listed in section III ‘Recommendations for EU Support’:126
•
•
•
•
•

“Endorse and support a model of democratic government that overcomes divisions”;
“Contribute to a consolidation of security by undermining the system of rule of law and
promoting a culture of respect for human rights”;
“Support national and regional authorities in improving the delivery of basic services and in
promoting a conducive environment for job creation”;
“Support mechanisms to pave the way for Iraq’s economic recovery and prosperity”;
“Promote the development of an effective and transparent administrative framework”.

However, these statements – explicitly nominated as “EU objectives” – are at the same time
compounding objectives, EU actions as well as causal elements explicating the effects the EU is hoping
for: The way we write a certain issue may indicate the way we comprehend and think about a matter of
concern. Does this have consequences for what we do, in this case for what the EU does in terms of
implementing its policies?127
Complementary to strategic objectives, “intermediate objectives” (here also addressed as ‘grand
strategies’) were those conceptualized by the Council and the Commission as prerequisites for attaining
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the said ultimate or strategic goals. These aims were hence considered instrumental as part of a
comprehensive strategy to stabilize Iraq. In the short run, the first-order strategic objective was the
stabilization of Iraq which required, according to the EU, the transfer of sovereignty and support from
the international community. Hence, the Commission strategy paper “Framework for Engagement”, as
well as the UNSC Res. 1546, which contained the international agreement of restoring Iraq’s sovereignty
by 30 June 2004, got the full backing by the Council in support of “the reintegration of Iraq into the
international community as a sovereign, independent democratic country, at peace with itself and with
its neighbours and with its territorial integrity preserved.”128
Democratisation was one of these intermediate objectives (grand strategies), not just as a normative
statement, but also an operational objective, for example aiming at the integration of the diverse groups
making up the Iraqi society. As a consequence, the EU for one favoured early elections and supported
the conduct of elections in 2004/2005 and also with an election support mission in 2009. 129 Thus, part
and parcel of this intermediate objective was social integration on local, regional and state-wide level.
After all, the democratization goal implied inclusive political governance for tackling the underlying
political crisis in Iraq, achieving inclusiveness, reconciliation at national and local level as well as a
strengthened organized civil society.130 In the same vain, the Council immediate responses to reemerging sectarian violence and terrorist attacks in later years were appeals to the Iraqi government as
much as to the various groups engaging in sectarian violence to “engage in an inclusive and genuine
dialogue to address grievances and resolve political differences with the framework do the
Constitution.131
Security-wise, the EU focus was on internal or domestic security – not least due to the diverging MS
position on the coalition war – with the intermediate goal of re-establishing and reforming the Criminal
Justice System (CJS). Democracy and democratic reforms were thus also conceived as a security
strategy. In this regard the idea of a RoL mission and respective explorative fact-finding missions
emerged early on and resulted in the civilian crisis-management mission EUJUST LEX-Iraq in 2005
(elaborated further in the next sub-section on ‘EU strategies and instruments’).132 Regarding military
reforms, the EU Council has more recently propagated rebuilding an inclusive and democratically
controlled Iraqi Security force combined with a Security Sector Reform (SSR) aiming at a centralized
command and control.133 Democratising Iraq was hence bound to the strategic objective to counter the
threat posed by Da'esh and other terrorist groups to regional and international stability, and
simultaneously to create the conditions for an inclusive political transition in Syria and lasting stability in
Syria and Iraq as well as in refugee-hosting countries in the region, while alleviating the human suffering
caused by the ongoing violence and displacement.134
Internationalization has been another EU feature of intermediate objectives in this realm “to encourage
continuous regional engagement and support for improved security and for the political and
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reconstruction process in Iraq based on inclusiveness, democratic principles, respect for human rights
and the rule of law, as well as support for security and co-operation in the region.”135 This found its
expression in EU statements continuously favouring a strong and growing role for the UN, which had
also been stressed in the Strategic Partnership to the region final report, the promotion of the Donor
Committee of the International Reconstruction Fund Facility for Iraq (IRFFI), and the International
Compact with Iraq (ICI) as much as a regional dialogue.136 Though reasons motivating these
internationalization goals may be manifold, enhancing EU legitimacy as much as burden-sharing
purposes, and pooling of forces are arguably major rationales for these objectives.
The EU agenda was ultimately legitimized by the Iraq government through the Partnership and
Cooperation Agreement (PCA) negotiated by the Commission since it was decided to “strive towards
establishing a regular cooperation framework with Iraq in all spheres” in 2004; negotiations were
finished in 2009 and the document finally signed in 2012. This agreement was in itself an intermediate
objective and indicated as “main objectives”137
“- to provide an appropriate framework for political dialogue
- respect for democratic principles, the rule of law and human rights
- to promote trade and investment, and harmonious economic relations in order to foster
sustainable economic development
- to provide a basis for legislative, economic, social, financial and cultural cooperation.”
Summing up, identified and formulated against the backdrop of the respective political, economic and
social challenges, EU strategic and intermediate objectives covered in a nutshell improving security,
stability and prosperity – what could be dubbed as the essentials for a state or society to survive – as has
been indicated by the Council, Commission, and member states alike.138 The EU strategic objectives as
well as the intermediate aims (or grand strategies) are easily discernible form EU policy output that is
pertinent EU documents on its crisis response to the identified challenges. Concerning intermediate
aims or grand strategies, however, these are already coloured by the Unions identity as a pluralistic
polity founded on the principle of ‘unity in diversity’ facilitated and legitimized by democratic
institutions based on the principles of human rights, and the rule of law. By promoting its constitutive
set of social and political norms and practices, the EU once more promoted, based on its own historical
experience, itself as a role model in term of externalizing and exporting its ‘institutions’ to Iraq.
The EU agenda has now been identified in terms of declared and official ambitions; how effective it
actually has been in terms of output effectiveness will be investigated in the third section of this report.
But first the features of EU strategies and instruments will be taken aboard.
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2.2 Characteristics of the EU policy approach in Iraq:
Operational Strategies and Instruments

Which policy strategies and which policy instruments has the EU defined as adequate for reaching the
strategic objectives elaborated above?139 As a common-sensual definition, a policy strategy, by linking
objectives with instruments, defines how objectives will be achieved, as well as what and how
instruments will be used as tools for this purpose. Partly, grand strategies were covered in the previous
sub-section in as far as these were declared by the EU as intermediate objectives. In this section in
addition grand strategies will be elaborated which have been addressed by the EU as policy premises or
principles. ‘Instruments’ in turn are conceptualized as operational tools for implementing a strategy in
order to accomplish in a first step operational (‘tactical’) objectives of the respective policies, considered
stepping stones for accomplishing, ultimately, the strategic objectives.
2.2.1 The EU’s Operational Strategies
Interwoven with the definition of strategic and intermediate objectives the EU – again as multiple actor
– three main grand strategies are recurring themes in EU Council and Commission statements and
documents: ‘ownership’, ‘dialogue and partnership’, as well as ‘capacity building’:140

The EU – the Council as well as the Commission – considered Iraqi ownership as indispensable in all its
efforts of supporting or assisting the Iraqi governments across levels of political organization. Iraqi
ownership hence has been an operational objective, a declared guiding principle and an operational
policy strategy for EU day-to-day policy making. This operational strategy was a specific inference from
the general insight proclaimed by the Council as part of the EU’s Strategic Partnership with the
Mediterranean and the Middle East: “These challenges will not be overcome by maintaining the status
quo; political, social and economic reform is required. Such reforms can succeed only if they are
generated from within the affected societies; they cannot and should not be imposed from outside.” 141
Hence, the EU ambition has been to enable and empower state institutions in line with the “Iraqi
government’s priorities”.142 In the same vain, the EU Commission conveys its premise regarding Iraqi
ownership when admitting that to realize EU objectives “will depend on the degree to which they are
shared by the Iraq government and evolution of the security situation”.143 Additionally, the Commission
considered support for institution-building in various sectors an option “depending on the Iraqi
interests” also assistance for “democratization, civil law enforcement, the rule of law and the justice
sector and human rights”.144
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Further evidence of the EU’s Iraqi-ownership strategy as basic principle and operational strategy of EU
policy was provided, for example, when the Council stressed in the preamble of the EUJUST LEX-Iraq
mission mandate that this was responding to “the wish of the Iraqi authorities for the EU to become
more actively involved in Iraq and that strengthening the criminal justice sector would respond to Iraqi
needs and priorities.”145 Likewise, at a later stage, the Commission qualified its Joint Strategy Paper
2011-2013, issued in 2010, as a response to the “main priorities discussed during the thorough
consultations process with the government and civil society” allegedly reflecting those in the Iraqi
National Development Plan.146
The pertinent documents scrutinized here also reveal as another feature indicating the EU’s declared
strive for instigating Iraqi ownership in terms of the chosen terminology that is the distinct wording of
the respective documents of the Council or the Commission alike when formulating strategic as well as
operational objectives. Likewise, the EU way of formulating (‘framing’) strategies and policy instruments
strongly convey and promise to the Iraqi counterparts that all EU action is intended as to enable and
empower and hence to facilitate promoting Iraqi preferences: The EU has obviously taken an effort to
avoid impression our undercut any suspicion of pursing its policies in terms of attempts at
superimposing its own preferences on Iraqis. This is not just visible by the many explicit statements
advocating Iraqi ownership, but moreover by indicating its good services providing ‘merely’ ‘support’ or
‘assistance’ for political objectives, strategies and programmes defined by the Iraqi government. The
official and declared EU policy is hence on the output level strongly mainstreamed as to avoid the
impression EU policies geared towards ‘high jacking’ Iraqi institutions and government programmes or
ambitions of governing Iraq from Brussels.147
As a another feature of operational strategies, also often addressed as ‘intermediate goal’ in EU
documents, has been dialogue and partnership, in the first place with Iraqi officials but also with
neighbouring countries or other international actors like the United Nations. Hence, this strategy has
obviously been closely linked to the EU’s intermediate objective/ grand strategy of internationalization
as to achieve synergies for reconstruction and state-building in Iraq as elaborated above. Moreover,
dialogue and partnership are integral parts of the related grand strategy of “democratisation” of which
ideal-typically societal dialogue across levels of governance have to be addressed under this heading.
This strategy became implemented by various kinds of ad-hoc or regular consultations and for the
promotion of “partnership” with the Interim and later the elected Iraqi Government; Troika meetings
with Iraqi government official in Baghdad, NY or Brussels already in 2004/2005 as well as visits of Iraqi
Prime and Foreign Ministers to Council meetings in Brussel.148 Moreover, flowing from the PCA, a
Cooperation Council for overseeing the “Cooperation between the European Union and Iraq” has been
established comprising about 50 people, ranging from the High Representative of the European Union
for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, representatives from pertinent Commission DGs, of engaged
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Member states as much as 11 participants from Iraq (including the official photographer). So far, this
forum has met twice, in January 2014 and in October 2016.149
In this context, the Council’s early wish for an EU Commission Delegation in Iraq has to be seen as a
central policy hub for EU engagement and accessibility: “informal political dialogue and working forums
of issues of mutual interest could help also to establish in the mid-term a comprehensive bilateral EUIraq agreement.150 Mostly, in that text passages on dialogue and partnership are framed as a strategy
facilitating smooth cooperation with all relevant actors in and outside Iraq and across all levels of
political engagement. As part of a ‘hidden-agenda’ item, this arguably served to enhance the EU’s
international legitimacy and was intrinsically combined with the normative premises of engagement by
summarizing EU normative standards, for example:
“The EU will use its dialogue with Iraq and its neighbours to encourage continuous regional
engagement and support for improved security and for the political and reconstruction process in
Iraq based on inclusiveness, democratic principles, respect for human rights and the rule of law,
as well as support for security and co-operation in the region.“151
As a third operational strategy of EU policy vis-à-vis Iraq has been ‘capacity building’. After all, the
strategic objectives of stability, security, and prosperity were translated in intermediate aims of
democratization, internationalization, and economic prosperity, all reconstruction efforts – base on the
said principles for good governance – demanded facilitation and empowerment of a legitimate Iraqi
government on local, regional and country-wide level. For the EU – against the backdrop of its
interconnected strategies of ownership as well as partnership and dialogue – required to facilitate – in
terms of output-legitimacy – a government output allowing the state to deliver to the Iraqi people.
Capacity-building was hence an indispensable prerequisite in terms of providing expertise, technical
know-how and training of in-country experts and personal of state institutions. In accordance with the
EU’s premise that sustainable political, economic and societal reforms required Iraqi ownership, EU
interventions ought – according to the pertinent documents – to fulfil an enabling and empowering
function for the Iraqi government to do its job that is to provide standard state-functions.152
Another feature of EU policy vis-à-vis Iraq has been its claim for a “comprehensive approach” in
reconstruction, substantiated by the Union’s engagement running the whole gamut of Iraqi needs and
Europeans expertise and capacities: “[Iraq’s] need for assistance in recent years has guided EU efforts
since the fall of Saddam Hussein. Key areas of assistance have been: political and electoral process, rule
of law, human rights, support to refugees and IDPs, basic services, human development, and capacity
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building of Iraqi institutions.”153 Here, ‘comprehensive’ is not confined to the scope across policies, but is
also addressing the time dimension when emphasizing the “need for a sustained and comprehensive
engagement (of the EU) to address the underlying dynamics of the conflict through diplomatic
engagement and long-term support for political reforms, socio-economic development and ethnosectarian reconciliation.”154
Summing up, the concepts of ‘strategic objective’ as well as ‘grand strategies’ (or intermediate
objectives) as much as the ‘operational objectives’ (and strategies) were differentiated in course of this
investigation for analytical purposes. However, in the real world these policy elements end to conflate.
The EU policy on Iraq – despite the specific features of this case – strongly resemble the features
marking its overall foreign policy of the European Union from Neighbourhood Policy to interregional
policies vis-à-vis Asia of Latin America as much as to the extend neighbourhood that is an attempt at
horizontal export of EU institutions (in the broader sense).155 While the general characteristics might
resemble a ‘one-size-fits-all approach’, the specifics of the EU’s policy-making are strongly defined by
the respective challenges of the specific case in question.156 The EU Commission conveys its premise
regarding Iraqi ownership and at the same time the adaptation of policies to the respective specific
context when asserting that in order to make an impact in terms of EU objectives “will depend on the
degree to which they are shared by the Iraq government and evolution of the security situation”. 157
Moreover, it became quite obvious that the standard principles and norms of ‘good governance’
(democracy, human rights and rule of law) are guiding EU policy formulation on Iraq as well. Likeweise,
transformative mechanisms like socialization (by dialog and partnership), capacity-building (by
empowering state institutions, personnel and civil society) are well-known features of EU policy
strategies. Conditionality, however, another often found EU strategy no matter whether in its positive or
negative form, is not part of the EU’s policy declarations and documents on the output level, this is not
to say, however, that this transformative mechanism might not be part of EU policy-making when it
comes to investigating EU policy implementation and impact.158 Beyond the general characteristics
however, the EU itself disclaims the feasibility of such an approach and argued in favour of policy
strategies and programmes being adapted to the respective specific needs as defined by Iraq, its
government, civil society and people.159 Every single strategic and intermediate objective or grand and
operational strategy require specific attention been given to the inherent complexity of the EU’s analysis
of and remedies for the multi-faceted challenges at hand.
2.1.2 Policy Tools (Instruments), Programmes, and Measures
Delineating policy instruments from strategies is in itself an analytical challenge since strategies are
meant to be instrumental for reaching policy objectives. However, in context of this study we consider
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(tactical) instruments as a separate category of policy-making subsumed under more abstract and
general strategic or tactical strategies for translating objectives into action, the operational level of
actual policy implementation is considered as the realm of applying policies on the ground. Having said
this, however, we have to realize the basic ambiguity in the usage of the term ‘instruments’ by EU
institutions themselves: First, for example, complex multilateral and multi-issue fora like the European
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP), the Barcelona-Process or the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP) are in
EU documents addressed as “EU instruments”160, which in academic terms could also be called regimes
or institutions. Second, the term instrument is a technical term within EU foreign policy language in the
realm of international cooperation and development assigned to funding mechanisms, like the
‘instrument for stability’ or the ‘instrument for development’. These instruments provide the legal basis
for EU Commission development policy; some of the instruments are thematic other geographic
focussing on a single country or region specific.161 Moreover, operational instruments are used in EU
documents interchangeably with policy ‘measures’. For the sake of clear and unequivocal use of terms,
we in this report will address other operational instruments than funding instruments as ‘policy tools’.
As outline earlier162, this sub-section will focus on two EU policy tools on the operational level of policymaking (operational instruments): the Council ESDP Integrated Rule of Law Mission EUJUST LEX-Iraq163,
and for the Commission side of EU foreign policy the reconstruction and development policy run by the
Directorate General for Development and Cooperation (DEVCO).164
First, what are the problem definitions and policy objectives of the Mission and of EU development
cooperation vis-à-vis Iraq immediately visible in EU statements and documents on this level of policyformulation, respectively; and second, what are the respective strategies and operational instruments
that is policy tools (or measures)?
The CSDP Integrated Rule of Law Mission: EUJUST LEX-Iraq
As a starting point a (operational) problem definition is embedded in the strategic assessment of the EU
since the security context was considered a basic challenge possibly infringing on the objectives of the
CSDP mission, “a situation posing a threat to law and order, the security and safety of individuals, and to
the stability of Iraq.” (para. 8). This was mirrored by Stephen White, the Head of Mission (HoM) until
2007, considering security of “Iraqi partners, the Mission team and all those involved” as “first priority”.
Moreover, he admitted – in line with the assessment in EU institutions’ documents – that the respective
160
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security level is indispensable for host nation reforms as well as for Mission efficiency.165 Despite the
overall improved security situation by 2008, the revised mandate of 2010 still stressed the security
context’s “liability to deteriorate and to undermine” the Mission’s objectives already in the preamble.
The potentially limiting effect of the “security context” was conveying the impression of a special
emphasize put on this issue – was mentioned twice in the 2010 mission statement (Art. 2).166
Linked to the strategic objectives, the ‘Integrated mission’ was conceived as contribution to “the
reconstruction and the emergence of a stable, secure, and democratic Iraq” (para. 3). The more
immediate challenges on the institutional and operational level in the Iraqi Criminal Justice System (CJS)
where elaborated by HoM Stephen White:167
•

•

•

“The police required major reforms and force generation at a massive scale. It suffered from
corruption and inefficiency, poor infrastructure and lacked the trust and respect of the general
public. In a major recruiting and reconstruction exercise, little attention was being paid to strategic
leadership development.”
“The penitentiary system was broken - prisons were destroyed, others were overcrowded and in
breach of international standards and the culture was solely based on punishment, with no
enlightened management motivated to rehabilitate offenders.”
“The judiciary were educated but were too small in number to cope with current challenges and
they lacked knowledge and experience of modern technologies and methodologies dealing with
crime investigation and trial procedures.”

The Mission’ operational objectives, were defined as promoting “closer collaboration between the
different actors across the criminal justice system”, strengthening “the management capacity of senior
and high-potential officials for the police, judiciary and penitentiary” and improving “skills and
procedures in criminal investigation in full respect for the rule of law and human rights”.168 Dialogue,
partnership, cooperation and coordination re-appeared moreover as operational strategy for translating
tactical objectives into action, regarding coordination within the EU that is among the EU institutions
(Council and Commission) as much as among the institutions and MS (Art. 2.4, 4.2, 12), or with the
United Nations (Art. 5.4). Obviously, these mission objectives were incarnations of the overarching
Council (and Commission) strategy of capacity-building.
Other intermediate objectives or grand strategies of the EU as identified above were alluded to in the
preamble of the 2005 mandate:169
•

the ‘internationalization’ of the EU endeavour by reference to the UN SC Resolution 1546 (June
2004) as foundation (para. 1 & 6);
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•

•

•

•

the salience of ‘dialogue and partnership’ with the Iraqis as much as with its neighbours (para.
7); and hence as part of a “joint planning”, MS, Iraqis and other international donors “need to be
informed and activities to be coordinated as to “ensure complementary efforts.”170
Partnership with the Iraqis was intrinsically linked to the EU’s ownership principle through
involving the host countries counterparts in designing the actual training curricula in terms of
“selection, vetting, evaluation, follow-up and coordination of personnel” taking part in the
training (Art. 2.4).171
the reference to ‘ownership’ is given by noting the mission as a response to “the wish of the
Iraqi authorities for the EU to become more involved in Iraq’s reform of the criminal justice
sector (para. 2) as well as the launch of the mission made conditional on “an official invitation
from Iraqi authorities” (para. 6). According to the HoM, the Iraqi Government was supporting
and valuing this EU mission and the practice of involving Iraqis on all stages as core principle of
his personal mission: “(…) close cooperation and involvement of the Iraqi partners are in line
with a key Mission principle - Iraqi involvement at every stage of Mission’s operations.”172
indicating the normative foundation in terms of the core-set of values and norms:
“inclusiveness, democratic principles, respect for human rights, and the rule of law” (para. 7).
Moreover, the HoM stressed gender mainstreaming and representativeness as core principles of
EU engagement, and underpinned this call by pointing to 40% of Mission staff being female.173
And adding to the 2005 version, the 2010 mandate emphasized that “EUJUST LEX-IRAQ activities
should maintain a balanced representation of the Iraqi population, based on a human rights and
gender equality approach.”174

These training-measures’ ultimate aims (operational objectives) were – according to then HoM White –
the transformation of the Iraqi policy into an “accountable, efficient, open and transparent,
representative, community-based service, respecting and protecting Human Rights.” The penitentiary
service shall be developed into “a humane and professional prison regime which addresses
rehabilitation and reintegration of offenders into society.” And the judiciary, prosecution and court
services should in the long-term evolve into an institution facilitating an “adequate and reliable
protection of individual rights and freedoms and conduct themselves in accordance with universal
principles, international instruments and modern best practices.”175
As concrete policy measures (or operational tools), the 2005-Mandate foresaw training activities of CJS
personnel occurring inside EU countries, depending on offers from MS, or in the region with an Mission
liaison office in Baghdad (Art. 2.3); training within Iraq was considered optional depending on the
improvement of the security situation in the country (Art. 2,3). Since the security situation had visibly
improved from 2008 onwards, the Mission – following the 2010 mandate – were to be “progressively
shift its activities and relevant structures to Iraq”, but training in the Union or the region remained
optional (2010, Preamble, 3; Art. 2,4). Until 2009, only 4 staff had been deployed inside Iraq; this
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changed to 8 in 2010 and increased with moving the Mission headquarter to Baghdad and opening small
offices in Erbil and Basra following the Councils revised mandate of 2010. The maximum was a staff of
66, including 53 international experts and 13 locals; the full transfer of staff to Iraq was only completed
in 2012..176
Despite its alleged success in terms of quantitative indicators regarding trained Iraqi personnel177, the
overall accomplishments were questioned inside the Council and the support by MS had vanished after
four Mission extensions. This ultimately led to closure of the Mission as of December 2013. Still the
Council affirmed “its commitment to a smooth and effective handover of the activities of the European
Union Integrated Rule of Law Mission for Iraq, EUJUST LEX-Iraq, to other EU and international actors and
to Iraqi authorities, ensuring that follow-up activity builds on lessons learnt and achievements
accomplished by the mission.”178
Aside from the Council efforts via the integrated Mission, complementary programmes for promoting
human rights and the rule of law have been run by the EU Commission, via cooperation with the United
Nation Development Programme (UNDP) and the UN Office for Project Services (UNOPS). These
programmes have been focussed on improving conditions in prisons and supporting victims of torture.
Strengthening the rule of law is also considered by the Commission a priority for creating conditions for
national reconciliation and reconstruction by improving the credibility of the criminal justice system.179
In sum, the integrated rule of law mission as much as its distinct features – founded on the basic
principles and norms of the EU itself and being part of its identity transferred to its foreign policymaking – matched the programmatic statements in terms of the intermediate objectives/ grand
strategies of democratization, dialogue and partnership, ownership and capacity-building. The
sustainability of this effort in living up to high aspirations formulated on the level of general objectives
by operational strategies and tools, however, had obviously been suffering significantly from the
changing security situation on the ground in Iraq rendering its implementation a major challenge from
the outset. While the outcome and impact success of this effort will have to be investigated in
Deliverable 7.2, the output effectiveness of this distinct policy tool will be incorporated to the output
evaluation below in section 3.
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Reconstruction, Development (and Humanitarian Aid)
From the very beginning of EU’s engagement in Iraq after the war of 2003, the Council signed up for a
“comprehensive approach in the support for political and economic reconstruction”180, including
development and humanitarian aid. Regarding the EU perception and definition of immediate
challenges in this realm, the Council pointed to the catastrophic humanitarian situation in Iraq, closely
linked to the changing level of violence. Hence, the Council more than once uttered its s concern “about
the human rights situation, in particular the situation of women and vulnerable groups such as persons
belonging to religious and ethnic minorities”. Moreover, the EU pledged its support for improving basic
state services to the people.181 Consequentially, immediately after the war of 2003, the EU provided
humanitarian aid via the European Community Humanitarian Office (ECHO). The EU as a whole, that is
including the Commission, pledged over €1.25 billion at the Madrid donors conference (Oct. 2003). In its
own assessment of 2010, “the European Community (EC) was the largest single donor of humanitarian
assistance to Iraq after the United Nations (UN)” from 1992 onwards.182

Likewise, the overall EU policy feature in favour of international cooperation was part and parcel of the
policy for reconstruction and development. This found its expression in respective Council Conclusions
pointing towards Iraq’s status as beneficiary of the EU Generalised System of Preferences, to the EU
involvement in the Paris Club of negotiations on Iraq depth183 as well as its support for the International
Compact with Iraq (ICI) and as much as for the UN and UNAMI as the lead-organization in this realm,
including the mechanism for coordinating donors community for state-building purposes in Iraq, the
IRFFI mechanism, and the implementation of UNSCR 1770.: “The implementation of these commitments
will be central in developing co-operation between Iraq and all its international partners. (…) (and) will
help to further enhance the EU's engagement with Iraq.”184 In sum, Council policy in the realm of
reconstruction, development and humanitarian concerns reflected its strategic objectives and strategies
in terms of ‘internationalization’, ‘dialogue and partnership’, ‘ownership’ as well as continuous
references to the Union’s normative foundations elaborated earlier.
In October 2003, on request from the European Council, the Commission formulated a “Framework of
Engagement” as a first strategy for the European Union which explicitly aimed at providing a basis for
discussions with the incoming sovereign Iraqi government and the broader Iraqi society.185 Notably, the
Council defined the agenda also for the Commission’s engagement in Iraq with this framework
document exposing the manifold areas for Commission policies in the realm of reconstruction and
development. The framework document fully reflecting the Council’s concerns covered its problem
definition and objectives elaborated earlier (see sub-section 2.1). The many sources of insecurity
tantalizing the country and the people, running from threats and risks from national to human security,
defined the EU list of identified challenges. And the objectives of EU policy in Iraq – under the roof of
ultimate objectives of a stable, democratic and prosperous country – were to establish a fair,
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transparent and non-discriminatory legal framework in Iraq, re-building infrastructure, state institutions
and administration, the economy and “to revitalise civil society”.186
For the purpose of reconstruction and development, the Framework set out a strategic agenda
encompassing four phases: immediate action, phase I (post election), policy-making phase II and III.187
All phases’ official and explicit assignments resembled the overall agenda and strategy: On
internationalisation & regionalization the Commission encouraged engagement on the part of Iraq’s
neighbours188, as much as it foresaw incorporating Iraq into EU Strategic Partnership with the
Mediterranean and Middle East. The Commission pledged full coordination with the UN and favoured
the creation of a regional framework.189 Moreover, Iraqi ownership was an explicit concern, for example
by stressing that EU programmes could support institution-building in a number of sectors, “depending
on Iraqi interests”.190
The grand strategy elements of partnership & dialogue became discernible in this Commission
document from the very beginning, starting from an informal political dialogue, including an informal
dialogue with broader Iraqi civil society, (NGOs, religious groupings, trade unions, and nascent political
parties).191 In phase II a formal political dialogue should facilitate an EU-Iraq Joint Political Declaration in
order to institutionalise political dialogue, substantiated by joint working groups in sectors of mutual
interest; ultimately this should possibly lead to negotiations for a bilateral agreement, also foreseeing a
European Commission Delegation in Baghdad.192 Such a framework would, according to the Commission,
allow for progressively closer EU-Iraq relations, “at a pace determined by progress in the political
transition and the security climate”. In this context, the Commission emphasized cooperation in the
energy sector as an issue in the mutual interest of the EU and Iraq, hence acknowledging its role as
prerogative in the economic realm as much as the manifest vested interest of the ‘Union and its
member states in diversifying energy supplies.193
This strategic agenda and the said strategies entail a long list of possible – immediate, medium, and long
term – policy tools and programmes. As immediate actions the Commission offered Iraq GSP trade
preferences, support for elections, assistance for improving the rule of law and civil administration194,
and as EU contribution to rehabilitation and reconstruction of the country for phase II advice for the
constitutional process. 195 In the medium term (Phase III), the Framework considered assistance for
economic diversification and poverty reduction, for the rule of law, democratisation and human rights
as much as in the economic realm access to European Investment Bank lending.196
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In view of the continued challenges of insecurity to the state, its institutions and its people, EU policies
vis-à-vis Iraq had been focussing on humanitarian aid and emergency reconstruction confined to shortterm planning until 2010. With the “significant improvement of the security situation and reduced
sectarian violence” emerging 2008/2009, the successful holding of elections on national and regional
levels in 2009, as much as the conclusion of a Security Agreement between the US and Iraq, however,
the EU Commission perceived an opportunity for a policy change regarding its operational strategy, now
– in 2010 – emphasising development over reconstruction.197 This positive adjustment to an improving
security context, the Commission declared as “coherent” with the Iraqi National Strategy for Poverty
Reduction (adopted in January 2010), guided by World Bank and United Nation revised Development
Assistance Framework for 2011-2014 (adopted in May 2010). The general reference point of the EU
were the UN’s Millennium Development Goals (MDG, originally from 2000) aiming at “genuinely
sustainable development”.198
However, though the strategic objectives remained unchanged as defined by early Council conclusions,
in the Commission Framework document of 2004 as well as in the Partnership and Cooperation
Agreement of 2009, 199 the revised EU agenda of 2010 for ‘support and assistance’ to Iraq now
encompassed more focussed sectors, especially for programmes under the Development Cooperation
Instrument (DCI): a) good governance and rule of law, b) education matching labour market needs, and
c) water management and efficiency within these focal sectors. At this time, Commission ambitions
included once more to mainstream crosscutting issues like human rights, gender and protection of
vulnerable groups.200
The shift from annual to medium term programming already signalled a process of adjustment of
Commission operational strategy to the improved political and security context. The Strategy Paper
2011-2013 (issued in 2010) moreover indicated a new vocabulary for the pre-existing efforts of the EU
Commission regarding policy coordination inside the EU and with other international actors: The Joint
Response Strategy stressed the joint approach said to “serve better to structure the European Union’s
intervention, including alignment, complementarity and coherence. It will also help streamline the
coordination and information-sharing processes internally within the European Union and externally
with the Government of Iraq and other donors.” Internally this was to ensure “synergy and
complementarity” of assistance,” in order to avoid overlap and ensure efficient coordination, including
co-financing possibilities.”201
This formulation of purposes obviously rested on a detailed analysis of shortcomings observed as
“lessons learned” from “mostly uncoordinated policy-making” across actors and donors up to that date.
Hence, the Commission criticised “(t)he continuing lack of a single coherent overall strategic policy
framework with a multiplicity of alternative policies and development programmes, which results in the
lack of clear development policy leadership.”202 Explicitly admitted by the Commission, however, Joint
Programming was not overly successful, as it already in the JSP of 2010 only integrated a few Member
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States, namely Italy, Sweden, and Germany, but otherwise encountered internal divergence regarding
overall priorities in development policy.203
Another element of the EU’s grand strategy identified earlier also structured the Commission
development policy: ‘partnership and dialogue’ as well as ‘ownership’. Already mentioned in the
introduction of the document, seemingly summarizing the Commission’s most salient items, the Joint
Strategy was conceived as a response to the “main priorities discussed during the thorough consultation
process with the government and civil society” in Iraq, also reflecting the countries National
Development Plan. Instruments for political dialogue on the whole gamut of issues on the agenda of
bilateral meetings of the EU and MS’ visits, visits of the Iraqi Prime Minster to Brussels or dialogue for a
like the EU-Iraq energy dialogue.204
“Political dialogue gives an opportunity to discuss in detail not only EU-Iraq relations but
also the main internal and external developments linked to the democratization process,
human rights, rule of law, civil society, elections, national reconciliation, relations with
neighbours, etc. During recent meetings the question of the death penalty and adoption of
various international human rights conventions such as the Torture Convention were raised
in particular. Finally, the role of civil society in the political and development process of Iraq
has been a key focus for the EU in its dialogue with Iraqi partners.”
This quote also testifies to the constant commitment of the EU to its constitutive norms, which were
allegedly also transmitted to representatives of Iraq via other means like EU statements, demarches and
Foreign Affairs Council Conclusions.
Iraqi ownership was, however, not merely a norm or ambition guiding EU policy, but also rested on the
insight that Iraq actually was “not a poor country” and in view of its potential oil revenues cannot be
considered a ”classical development country”. Ownership hence also implied that support for Iraq,
including technical assistance, should enable the country to pay its bill through facilitating a more
effective and efficient use of its rich and diverse resource base – first and foremost its oil reserves – for
promoting the country’s economic growth and development.205
The adjustment of EU policy strategy to the gains in stability and security, however, were overtaken
soon by re-intensifying instability and renewed increase in the level of violence due to the continuous
fight of and against the ISIL as much as the escalating war in Syria swapping into Iraq especially from
2012 onwards. Hence, Iraq was again considered “a high level risk country” with “sectarian violence in
Iraq (showing) a clear upward trend”, which thus remained “a significant threat to the stability of
Iraq”.206 Another adjustment of the Commission’s operational strategy started with changing the
reference for principles guiding development aid from those of the Paris Declaration on Aid
Effectiveness to the shorter list of principles drawn from “Agenda for Change”, a part of which was the
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recommendation to focus engagement in a selected three areas of cooperation. 207 Moreover, since
resources at the disposal of the Iraq government for its NDP were considered “adequate”, EU
interventions were to be “carefully targeted and avoid substituting the government while at the same
time keeping strong EU profile in the country.”208
In view of this as well as ‘lessons learned’ from “past, on-going and planned cooperation”, the next
programme and choice of areas for future intervention, as defined in the 2014 Multiannual Indicative
Programme, “shall be defined by (1) areas where EU has interest in and added value for, (2) areas where
activities will be nationally owned and promote rights based approach and (3) an impact of programmes
is likely building upon 10 years of EU and broader international engagement in the country.”209 EU
policies ambitions obviously – though the general commitment to the strategic objectives was ostensibly
upheld – became re-oriented and recalibrated from and ‘agenda for change’ to an ‘agenda for
consolidating’ with the redefined list of goals for future programming which
“should be the protection, preservation and further development of political, financial and
human capital, invested in Iraq by the EU Member States during the 2005 – 2013 period
through the Common Security Defence Policy EU JUST-LEX IRAQ mission, the project budget
of which amounted to approximately EUR 22 million per year.”210
The issues identified for cooperation were then boiled down to three focal sectors: 1) Human rights and
Rule of Law, 2) Capacity-building in Primary and Secondary Education, and 3) Sustainable Energy for
All.211 Moreover, as part of its implementation strategy on the operational level, the Commission
stressed that these focal sectors will be treated in an “integrated way”, and programmes will be
implemented bilaterally through Financing Agreements. Depending on respective circumstances, a
degree of flexibility was to be applied were necessary when deciding on the choice of appropriate
delivery methods “will aim for a balance between top-down (targeting government institutions) and
bottom-up approaches (focusing mainly on local actors including civil society organisations, local
authorities etc.)”.212
The EU continuously defined (and used) international/ multilateral mechanisms as instruments for
channelling its development aid to Iraq, like IFFRI or the International Compact run by the UN and the
World Bank (‘Internationalization’ strategy) – obviously in line with its grand strategy of ‘dialogue and
partnership’. The temporarily improved security context as well as some dissatisfaction with IFFRI’s work
and complaints about a lack of EU visibility also shifted EU Commission away from IFFRI towards an
increasingly bilateral approach from 2008 onwards. This went together with refocussing its engagement
from reconstruction to capacity building, increasingly using its own agencies and funding instruments in
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support and assistance of Iraq. This altered approach also became manifest by the first ever Country
Strategy Paper (Iraq) 2011-13 itself.213
The EU used from the very beginning two specific bilateral channels for its reconstruction and
development assistance: the Directorate General for Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection (DG ECHO)
and Directorate General Development Cooperation (DG DEVCO).214 Underneath these EU Directorates’
umbrella, Iraq has been eligible for funding under global calls for proposals and has been invited to
apply under a number of thematic instruments/ thematic budget lines:
• Instrument for Development Cooperation (DCI) with the ‘thematic funding lines’215
o ‘Investing in People’ – areas: health, education, gender equality, social cohesion/ unemployment
and Children
o ‘Non-State Actors and Local Authorities in Development’
o ‘Migration and Asylum’
o ‘Food Security’
o ‘Environment and Sustainable Management of Natural Resources Including Energy’
• the European Initiative for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR) financing since 2005 Rule of Law
and Human Rights projects;216
• Instrument for Stability aims at conflict prevention, crisis management and peace building, including
support to mediation, confidence building, interim administrations, strengthening the rule of law,
transitional justice and the role of natural resources in conflict.217
Financial allocations for the focal sectors, mentioned above, amounted to 78 mill EUR with a breakdown
of 40% for sector one, and respectively 29% for sectors two and three. Moreover, the Commission
defined specific objectives, expected results and indicators and means of verification.218 This
specification came with the caveat that these categories and criteria “may need to evolve to take into
account changes intervening during the programming periods.219
The donor matrix as part of the MAIP indicates that in terms of allocation per sector220
•

•
•

the sector RoL gets some 220 million USD for 13 projects, while the Energy sector gets some 1, 2
billion USD for 34 projects, most run by the US, that is 31, while Japan tops the US engagement
in terms of committed funds;
the judicial system is sponsored by the US, Spain, Sweden, and UN Agencies; half of the overall
donations come from the US; for the penitentiary, funds come only from the US;
the EU itself is merely showing up in sector ‘Higher Education, primary education and vocational
education’.
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In sum, Council and Commission policy alike reflected in the realm of reconstruction, development and
humanitarian concerns the EU’s strategic objectives and strategies in terms of ‘internationalization’,
‘dialogue and partnership’, ‘ownership’ as well as continuous references to the Union’s normative
foundations that is democracy, human rights and rule of law. However, especially operational strategies
have changed in view of the rise and fall of violence and the security situation in the country. EU policies
ambitions obviously – though the general commitment to the strategic objectives was ostensibly upheld
– became re-oriented and recalibrated from and ‘agenda for change’ to an ‘agenda for consolidating’
with the redefined list of operational aims and ‘focal sectors’ for future programming.
This apparent downsizing of EU ambitions mirrored the Councils commitment regarding EUJUST LEX-Iraq
“to a smooth and effective handover (…) to other EU programmes, international actors and Iraqi
authorities”, the achievements of which were considered sobering as the Commission attested that Iraq
still lacks a stable system of rule of law relating to a report of UNAMI “which underscores multiple
problems of Iraq’s criminal justice system”.221 Increasing streamlining and downsizing ambitions as much
as programmes, for example by gradually cutting back the ‘focal sectors’ for EU engagement run counter
to the Council as well as the Commissions ambition and claim of pursuing a comprehensive approach.
Likewise, though budget funds remained available for continuing reconstruction and development
efforts under the mentioned EU funding instruments, consolidating EU engagement became apparent
moving away from direct engagement towards a demand-driven approach requiring Iraqi or other civil
society and NGO actors’ proactive engagement. The available funding opportunities depend, however,
on respective project proposals, actually are ‘requests’ or ‘applications’ submitted to Brussels. The
actual use of these opportunities, however, depends on respective know-how about EU procedures and
formal requirements, often implying a significant obstacle for translating eligibility and opportunities
into actual flows of money.222
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3. How effective is the EU crisis response – here in terms of policy output?
Policy-making is basically about identifying challenges and objectives, defining strategies and choosing
instruments considered appropriate for achieving the said objectives and ultimately mitigating if not
resolving the perceived challenges. This process may be more pro-active, if policy objectives are springing
from domestic preferences formation processes and more re-active, if policy objectives are related to
external challenges not originating from domestic concerns and preferences. Pro-active and re-active
policy-making process might be analytically distinct; however, in real-world terms both dimensions are
more or less interconnected in one and the same process, not least a) in cases where externalities of the
domestic agenda-setting are influencing external/ international incidents and processes, or b) in cases in
which external incidents and processes might infringe on domestic preferences and interests. Both policy
realms might vary in their interdependence – in terms of Keohane’s and Nye’s categories – via respective
‘sensitivities’ or ‘vulnerabilities’223 – the degree of which presumably impacts on the responsiveness of
any political system, including the EU’s foreign policy machinery.
While ultimately gauged in terms of impact effectiveness (reaching policy objectives and resolving the
respective challenge/ problem influencing one’s preferences and interests)224, this report (Deliverable 7.1)
is about the category of ‘output effectiveness’ here defined along the categories of a) actor coherence/
actor unity & determinacy (covered in sub-section 3.1), b) process coherence’/ continuity & visibility of
policy features, core concepts and institutional involvement (covered in sub-section 3.2), and c) substantial
consistency/ match of appropriateness according to expert literature (covered in sub-section 3.3). Since
these terms and concepts are used in social science as much as in EU and EU foreign policy literature in
many different ways, they must – for the sake of clear and unambiguous meanings – be operationalized
for the following empirical investigation; this will be done at the beginning of each of the following subsection.225
Gathering relevant information on these criteria, indicators and their variations defined below and
summarized in Table Ira1-XYZ are obviously problematic: How can we know or get to know the relevant
information ultimately underlying our evaluations of output effectiveness without researchers being
‘participant observers’ across the many issues and levels of complex policy-making processes covered in
our case studies? But even if analysts are participant observers, no one will ever get the full picture of a
multi-actors and multi-level policy-making process. The best we can do regarding this challenge is to
provide for a thorough investigation of documents and context information coming from the object of
investigation, i.e. the European Union, its institutions and Member States, based on pertinent documents,
expert literature and background talks with involved policy-makers of all levels of the policy-making
process in Brussels and on-site of our cases. However, even then, the inferred judgements remain highly
subjective that is interpretations. Moreover, availability of required information and data is a major
challenge and thus the listed indicators are representing an ideal-typical set of items which in reality will
have to be applicable and applied merely selectively. Lacking viable alternatives, we can only take the
‘second best’ way which, however, is inter-subjectively transparent and evidence-based to allow any
reader to monitor and, if applicable, verify or question our findings.
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TABLE Iraq-2
Conceptualizing and Operationalizing EU foreign policy ‘output effectiveness’
Category

Criteria

Indicators

Variation & Measurement unit

ACTOR
COHERENCE/
ACTOR UNITY
a) horizontal
b) vertical

Unity of voice

1) Viability of
compromises

Relative distance of positions in
decision-making? >>Positional
differences as matter of principle
or degree?
Deviating statements on
compromises post-decision
Time required finding
compromise? >>days, weeks,
month?
Stringency of formulations/ choice
of words [see coding table below!)

2) Relative effort
required to find
compromise predecision
3) Determinacy of
common documents

PROCESS
COHERENCE

a) coherence of
identified policy features
(premises, objectives,
strategies, instruments)
and
b) coherence of core
concepts
c) institutional
coherence

SUBSTANTIAL
CONSISTENCY

Appropriateness of
identified policy features
<(problem definitions,
policy objectives,
strategies and
instruments)>
in view of given
problems at hand;

‘Continuity’ and ‘visibility
of core features and
concepts across levels of
policy-formulation, i. e.
on strategic and
operational level
Specific concepts:
1. ‘Conflict sensitivity’
2. ‘Comprehensive
approach’
3. ‘Local ownership’
Regular involvement of
EU institutions and
agencies as defined in
mandates in EU treaty or
basic documents
1) Match of EU
problem definition
with those of the
(non-EU) expert
community?
2) Match of strategies
with causal
assumptions?
3) Match of
instruments with
strategies and
objectives?
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a & b) Appearance of core features
and concepts in basic EU
documents on
1) broad policy field,
2) on cases (countries or issues),
3) cases-in-case;
c)
>involvement more or less
matching scope of competencies
>overlap or even doubled
responsibility for the same
assignment, ‘turf wars’ among
agencies or significant time-lags in
decision-making;
Common and different elements of
a) problem descriptions
b) problem evaluation
c) causal statements;
Plausibility and evidence base
according to pertinent research/
expert literature;
Plausibility and evidence base
according to pertinent research
regarding quality & quantity

3.1 EU Output Effectiveness as Actor Coherence: Output Unity and Determinacy
The concept of ‘coherence’ is commonly used rather arbitrarily in political practice as well as in academia
or public debate. 226 If used for analytical purposes a specification of meanings is required. For our
purposes, Nuttall proposal is followed understanding coherence to mean a) the ‘absence of
contradictions’ (thus synonymous with ‘consistency’), b) absence or degree of internal struggles between
institutions (‘turf battels”), and c) as institutional interaction bound ‘to the service of a common
purpose’.227 Here, ‘coherence’ of EU policy-making is used in four complementary ways: 1) as ‘actor
coherence/ actor unity’ in terms of ‘speaking with one voice’ (in sub-section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2), 2) as ‘process
coherence’ in terms of continuity and consistency of defining policy features (in sub-section 3.2.1), 3) as
continuity of consistency of core political concepts (sub-section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3), as well 4) as institutional
coherence in section 3.3.

How united is the EU in formulating its foreign policy? Since the EU is a multiple-actor policy maker this
question aims at identifying and balancing relevant incidents of horizontal (in-)coherence/ (dis-)unity that
is among EU institutions (the Council, the Commission, and the EU Parliament) as well as of vertical (in)coherence/ (dis-)unity that is between EU institutions and EU Member States. For both sub-categories,
the criterion for output effectiveness is ‘unity of voice’; since policy-making especially in democratic
political systems is always about finding political compromises, unity of voice is manifest (indicated), if
viable compromises are found and formulated as policy output that is decisions manifest in authoritative
statements and documents by EU institutions and MS.
‘Viability’ is here indicated by a) the relative effort required to reach consensus on any given compromise
prior to a decision taken (Do reports on initial disagreement and delayed compromise-finding surface in
public reports or background talks?), and b) regarding post-decision making, by deviant positions and
statements of MS and EU institutions. Non-viable compromises are thus indicated by compromises falling
apart if considering part-takers’ statements and positions – not yet to speak about policy implementation
that is ‘outcome effectiveness’ in terms of unity/ dis-unity of action – after a decision was taken in and by
EU institutions.
As additional indicator for ‘measuring’ actor unity/ unity of voice, we are taking up Daniel Thomas’
suggestion of considering the ‘determinacy’ of wording chosen by the EU when formulating its policy
documents and statements in the following sub-section.228
How united is the EU in formulating its foreign policy?
• How controversial are core issues and thus are compromise-finding processes?
• Are compromises found viable in terms of supported and maintained by post-decision statements and
positions taken by participating actors?
• How ‘determinant’ are policy prescriptions as part of EU outputs, i.e. documents and statements?
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3.1.1 Actor Unity
The Iraq war and the threefold-crisis of “the West”, elaborated earlier229, had immediate repercussions
for the European Union’s and its MS’s actor and policy unity following the end of war in April 2003
regarding the attempt of searching viable compromises about how to engage in post-war Iraq. The
internal divide over the Iraq campaign had not been caused by previous tensions over a) the future
relations to the US, and thus between the EU ESDP and NATO, b) the scope of ESDP in terms of it
adequate mix of soft and hard power, and c) the role of the EU-3 (UK, France, and Germany) and their
leadership in ESDP; the divide over whether or not going to war on Iraq rather catalysed these issues to
surface and thus to become publicly visible.230 Despite the lingering bitterness of the division over the
best strategy to address the Iraq challenge and whether or not to join the US alliance of the ‘able and
willing’ in invading that country, the internal efforts for overcoming that traumatic experience,
according to Menon “provide(d) grounds for optimism about the potential future effectiveness of
ESDP.”231 Most importantly, the internal crisis accelerated consultations and the search for viable and
pragmatic compromises not least resulting in a number of ESDP mission in the Balkans and the DR
Congo in early 2003, as much as the European Security Strategy adopted in December 2003 among
other purposes meant to instigate a renewed vigour for a stronger ESDP in the future.232

In the early days following the 2003 war after a three-week campaign in April that year, internal division
prior and during the war continued to impact on the EU’s ability to facilitate a unified policy in terms of
what and how to contribute to re-building Iraq. First of all, some effort had to be taken gaining American
consent to non-coalitions partners’ eligibility to engage in re-construction of the country in the first
place.233 The continuously deteriorating security situation in Iraq provided the basis for an increasing US
interest in engaging traditional European partners, not just for gaining legitimacy but also for burdensharing in terms of operational engagement in peace-building activities. France, Germany and Russia
pushed for a significant role of the UN. Gradually, Bush and Blair accepted "a vital role" for the UN, first
limited to humanitarian aid and the training of Iraqis, and later conceded to a larger role for the UN in
establishing a new Iraqi government than initially expected during the negotiations on the lift of
sanctions.234
Germany and France responded positively and reportedly (together with Russia) pushed for the end of
coalition rule during the negotiations on UN resolution 1511 in October 2003. But ultimately they
decided to support the US drafted resolution to maintain international unity, thus contributing their
share of flexibility indispensable for coordinated action in Iraq.235 At the EU-US summit and at the NATO
summit in June 2004, President Bush pointed out the common interests of the transatlantic partners in
Iraq and stated that "the bitter differences are over". Though due to German and French resistance, no
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NATO troops could be dispatched to Iraq, agreement was reached that NATO partners would contribute
to the training of Iraqi security forces in and outside the country.236
The awkward situation inside the EU conveyed a hesitant and low-commitment for example at the
Madrid donor conference (Oct. 2003) where the EU and its MS contributions were mainly focusing on
humanitarian aid and relying on UN/ UNDP as the first choice for policy implementation. However, while
EU policy on Iraq was short on immediate action, it nevertheless declared commitment for the long term
and argued in favour of a coherent engagement with a pragmatic approach.237 Gradually, however,
insight grew that the EU and its members had a bigger stake in the region’s stability (energy resources,
marked access, return of exiles and refugees) resting on a growing awareness of interdependence with
that country and its neighbours. Moreover, in view of its own origin and history, the internal discussions
focused on the Union as a credible actor based on interest and values alike, the latter in term of
Europe’s own experience with the consequences of war and the necessities of reconciliation on all levels
of social and political communities and government structures after WW II.238
In view of the continuous disastrous security situation in Iraq, according to a well-informed investigator
at that time “most European governments demonstrated far greater concern for the recovery of Iraqi
sovereignty than for democracy building,”239 which is to say that security and stability were given
priority over promoting Western values of good governance. This ‘security first’ approach was mirrored
in EU documents stating that progressively closer EU-Iraq relations could only be achieved, “at a pace
determined by progress in the political transition and the security climate”.240 Directly relating to the
remaining security challenges, one significant issue among Member States was the handling of militia
forces: should these groups be disbanded or would cooperation with at least some of the militias help
suppressing the insurgency?241 Moreover, in line with this is Richard Youngs’ report of that time, the EU
donors did not follow a clear state-building strategy and also no proactive policy for stemming the drift
towards sectarian politics or secular-ideological parties or other measures which would have been in
line with EU concerns and especially criticism of such elements lacking in US policy-making vis-à-vis
Iraq.242
Previous EU divides over the rights and wrongs of invasion not surprisingly infringed on the readiness of
MS contributing troops for tackling post-conflict security challenges.243 Moreover, the divergence
between EU states which engaged in the Iraq war and those which did not reportedly, “resulted in a lack
of harmonization between European institutions, individual member states and NATO in relation to
capacity building and democratization in Iraq” which run contrary to the EU’s declared objectives. This
continuing disunity hence deprived the EU at least in the short run of its ability to bring to bear its
institutional capacity to assist the reform process in Iraq indispensable for stabilizing the country.244
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Reaching common positions and policy formulations that is political compromises were sometimes also
undermined deliberately due to some Member State’s deviating preferences, for example the
reconstruction of Iraq was for some time kept low on the EU agenda due to the UK and France reserving
this issue to be handled at the United Nations in New York. 245 Likewise, initiatives for creating the post
of an EU special envoy or representative to Iraq and opening an EU office in Baghdad was temporarily
blocked not least by France since Paris ambitions to hatch against US preponderance were to confine
institution-building in Iraq to the framework set by the UN.246
Those Member States which had been part of the war coalition demonstrated a great deal of bilateral
engagement, while those which had not been taken part in the campaign remained for quite some time
reluctant. 247 The latter – thus once more distancing themselves from the war coalition – preferred using
the funding of the UN Assistance Mission (UNAMI) for channelling their financial contributions to
stabilizing Iraq. 248 However, this became also ambiguous due to a lack of transparency on part of the
International Reconstruction Fund for Iraq (IRFFI). Later on this led the EU Parliament’s Committee on
Budgetary Control to recommend withholding some 20% of its contributions, and motivated the EP’s
recommendation in favour of strengthening the EU presence.249
Already towards the end of 2003, the US was criticized by those EU states which had not belonged to
the US coalition troops for – as part of American engagement in security sector reforms (SSR) – speeding
up the development of a 40.000-strong Iraqi army from 3 to 1 year with quantity prevailing over
quantity and at the expense of establishing human rights standards and mechanisms for democratic
control.250 All the more important for the EU’s political credibility was to get its act together regarding its
own engagement in SSR in terms of reforming the Criminal Justice System (CJS). The EUJUST Lex-Iraq
mission was part of a new EU strategy on Iraq evolving in February 2005 after discussions in the Political
and Security Committee (PSC ) about the Iraq Expert Team’s (IET) report had exposed serious
differences between Member States. This team had been deployed by the Council Secretariat,
compounding experts from other ESDP mission and EU governments, charged with assessing the state of
the criminal justice system and delivering recommendation for setting up an ESDP mission.251 The
Mission mandate, adopted in March 2005, was thus indicating a compromise between former coalition
members and those states and governments which refrained from joining the US military coalition of the
willing.252 It was, according to Korski, the politically most contested mission – the UK, DK and NL on one
side and France and Spain on the other – the former being in favour of a robust mandate while the
others remained suspicious in view of the security conditions and allowed for no in-country
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deployment.253 In late 2008, Denmark and the Netherlands circulated a proposal suggesting that the
mission be significantly beefed up. This idea, however, faced resistance from a number of staffcontributing countries.254
Divergent priorities among EU actors where not confined to Council foreign policy, however. Likewise
Commission foreign policy was beset by ‘vertical incoherence’, most visible regarding the Commission’s
efforts for Joint Programming which gained – as reported earlier – support merely from a few MS,
namely, Italy, Sweden and Germany. Other EU MS governments’ set different priorities for their
individual engagement in development policy.255
Summing up, it has become evident that actor unity was a major challenge for the EU from the very
beginning. Horizontal as well as vertical coherence was questioned by diverging preferences remaining
heavily reminiscent of the EU MS diverging policies in response to the US demand for jointly fighting
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. The slowly emerging consensus – in terms of compromises – among MS and thus
in the EU Council in the early years of policy formation also hampered opportunities for Commission
engagement for where it is best that is state-building via reforming and building up pertinent
institutions.256 Hence, overall policy formation – aside from Humanitarian Aid – for reconstructing and
developing Iraq and especially its CJS took about three years before viable compromises leading forward
could win ground.
Despite the colonial history of Britain and France in the Middle East, Iraq belongs to a region without
strong traditional relations to the EU.257 EU engagement in that country following the war of 2003 within
a variety of frameworks, show some overlapping features in the EU approach to the region and confirm
or substantiate features defined by Kuzmicheva 2006:258 “An emphasis on ‘soft security’ issues and
socioeconomic strategies (‘the power of soft power’)”. In view of the division over military engagement
in the anti-Saddam coalition, the EUs internal ‘win-set’ formed by the lowest common denominator
among MS defined the what and when of its engagement. It could be only located in the realm of soft
power, however, including domestic security institutions in the CJS. Likewise, her conclusion that the
involvement of particular countries (like Britain, France, Germany – the famous EU-3) still prevails over a
distinct EU profile in the Middle East can at least partially be confirmed. However, this in itself is a
specific form of an EU profile. Complementary, however, the Commission is distinctly and visibly
engaging in Iraq via DEVCO and ECHO.
Overall, Kurowska’s evaluation of early EU that engagement in Iraq as “a form of therapy for member
states”259 (233) – was more important than the mission’s purposes cannot be dismissed out of hand.
However, therapy takes time and thus the cumbersome and reeling process of defining and keeping
‘actor coherence’ in terms of – in the realm of output effectiveness – the unity of words, has been an
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undeniable feature of EU policy-making vis-à-vis Iraq. At the same time, in view of the monstrous
challenges at hand in Iraq – who knows the adequate answers and responses? – debating and political
wrestling for the ‘right policy’, though providing for at times devastating image of the EU foreign policy,
is in substance indispensable and certainly not a singular feature of the EU only.
3.1.2 Policy Determinacy
How strict or ‘determinant’ are policy prescriptions as part of EU outputs, i.e. documents and statements?
As additional indicator for ‘measuring’ actor unity/ unity of voice, we are taking up Daniel Thomas’
suggestion of considering the ‘determinacy’ of wording chosen by the EU when formulating its policy
documents and statements.260 The more stringently a wording is that is the less room for manoeuvring
and interpretation it provides for individual actors in EU foreign policy-making, the greater is the
determinacy. Strict formulations may on the one hand indicate a stronger resolve for a prescribed policy
course, on the other hand, a high determinacy also indicates a stronger commitment and compromise
viability of a given policy prescription. The analytical criteria used for the respective text analysis and
‘frames’ gathered in table 3 (in appendix 2). The more often we find strict wordings, the greater the
determinacy and the greater output effective the EU is along the lines of this category.

Building on Thomas’ framework, Council conclusions and decisions from the case study Mali were
inductively analysed in order to extract those verbs used by the EU in official documents. These verbs used
by the EU could be categorised in four categories, ranging from the strongest to the weakest wording. The
EU is strongest and hence most determined when acting as an (1) executing institution, less strong but
still acting when being a (2) supporter, not acting but still somehow determined when being (3) expressive
and passive or weak when being rather (4) reflective in its wording.
For some expressions, only syllables were used for coding since with word stems it is easy to grasp all
possible parts of speech, from verbs over nouns to participles (see table 3 in Annex 2). This linguistic
analysis is carried out with the programme atlas.ti.261
Regarding the overall document sample, including Council as much as Commission documents, the
numerical results are summarised in table 4. Obviously, the documents contain much more supportive
and executive statements outbalancing the reflective and expressive statements by a ratio of three to two
(about 450 : 300). This is indicative of a relatively strong and strict wording which could still be stronger
but is – in view of the challenges involved in joint policy formulation as elaborated above – is justifies an
overall evaluation of a ++-determinacy (out of a range from --- to +++).
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Using the same standard for the analysis of Council Conclusions only (see table 5, the quantitative figures
show a more balanced result with the more strict supportive and executive statements in relation to
reflective and expressive ones on average amounting to a fifty-fifty ration. For both documents samples
however, the middle-ground is clearly dominating that is neither the weakest nor the strongest indicators
are dominant the wording of EU core documents.
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Overall, in view of the empirical evidence regarding the challenges of defining a common approach to Iraq
after the 2003 war outlined above, the quantitative analysis of EU documents might suggest that despite
the many divergences at the outset, once documents were formulated that is the output of internal
decision-making was fixed, the determinacy of official statements on policy formulations were remarkably
strong. This could justify an overall evaluation of this indicator as a plus to plus-plus result.
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The tendency – considering the qualitative evaluation of actor unity together with the quantitative one –
is also suggested to allow for a conclusive ‘in between plus and plus-plus’ evaluation of the EU’s
performance in the actor coherence/ unity category.

3.2 EU Output Effectiveness as Process Coherence:
Continuity and Visibility of Core Policy Features, Concepts and Institutions
‘Process coherence’ is in this study operationalized in terms of continuity and visibility of a) core policy
features (regarding documented policy premises & objectives, strategies & instruments), and b) core
concepts (comprehensive approach, conflict sensitivity, local ownership). Hence, if core policy features or
core concepts characterizing EU policy output, identified in previous sections, are continuously and
consistently reappearing in EU documents and statements, this indicates a high degree of process
coherence and contributes to a positive input for the overall evaluation of output effectiveness along the
line of vertical and horizontal actor coherence (s.a.). If features and concepts are not regularly reappearing
but are used indeterminately or are successively phase-out over the time span covered by the selected
EU documents, this constitutes evidence for a lack of coherence and hence a negative input to the overall
evaluation of output effectiveness.

Regarding ‘core concepts’ of EU policy and its indicators, these will also be analysed in two steps: First a
quantitative text analysis is conducted based on those sample documents identified in section 2 for
empirically analysing the features and core concepts of EU policy-output in previous sections. The
analytical criteria used for the respective text analysis and ‘frames’ gathered in table 3 (annex 2). Second,
the quantitative results will be contextualized and qualitatively interpreted for assessing the quality of
effectiveness along the lines of our second category of output effectiveness.
The guiding questions for addressing this second category hence read as follows:
How coherent is the EU process of policy-formation?
•

How continuously used and visible are, throughout the process of policy-formulation on the
strategic and operational level, in terms of
a) identified policy features (premises & objectives, strategies & instruments), and
b) core concepts (comprehensive approach, conflict sensitivity, local ownership)?

•

How coherent is the involvement of EU institutions?

3.2.1 Process Coherence as Continuity and Visibility of policy features
‘Output coherence’ is in this study operationalized first in terms of continuity and visibility of core policy
features (regarding documented policy premises & objectives, strategies & instruments). Hence, if core
policy features characterizing EU policy output, identified in previous sections, are continuously
reappearing in EU documents and statements, this indicates a high degree of coherence and contributes
to a positive input for the overall evaluation of output effectiveness. If features and concepts are not
regularly reappearing but are used indeterminately or are successively phase-out over the time span
covered by the selected EU documents, this constitutes evidence for a lack of coherence and hence a
negative input to the overall evaluation of output effectiveness.
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Continuity and Visibility of Problem Definitions, Strategic Objectives and Grand Strategies
“Security first!” has been the core of all EU concerns as structural gate-keeper for all efforts to stabilize
Iraq and indeed the region across the time-frame of this study (2003-2015). Action of Council as much as
of Commission engagement focused on domestic security in terms of capacity building and supporting
and facilitating state-building measures by empowering the respective Iraqi governments which became
visible not least in terms of the PCA. Continuity also marked the output if it comes to intermediate
objectives (‘grand strategies’) of promoting democratization and internationalization; the former
considered the most viable form of government if facilitating inclusion of the diversity of social groups
and the search for defining domestic power balances form the central to the local level of governance as
much as depriving national and transnational terrorism of its permissive environment; the latter for
addressing constraining regional factors contributing to social and political divides in Iraq.262

Identified and formulated against the backdrop of the respective political, economic and social
challenges, EU strategic and intermediate objectives covered in a nutshell improving security, stability
and prosperity – what could be dubbed as the essentials for a state or society to survive – as has been
indicated by the Council, Commission, and member states alike.263 The EU strategic objectives as well as
the intermediate aims (or grand strategies) are easily discernible form EU policy output that is pertinent
EU documents on its crisis response to the identified challenges.264 Concerning intermediate aims or
grand strategies, however, these are already coloured by the Unions identity as a pluralistic polity
founded on the principle of ‘unity in diversity’ facilitated and legitimized by democratic institutions
based on the principles of human rights, and the rule of law. By promoting its constitutive set of social
and political norms and practices, the EU once more promoted, based on its own historical experience,
itself as a role model in term of externalizing and exporting its ‘institutions’ to Iraq.
Operational Problem Definitions, Objectives and Strategies
This category of EU policy-making in Iraq is also marked by a high degree of continuity: the identified
operational strategies – ownership, dialogue and partnership, as well as capacity building – are
continuous features of EU policy-making output across the time-frame of this investigation (see
subsection 2.2.1, 22-25). Strategic objectives, the grand strategies (or intermediate objectives) as much
as the operational objectives and strategies were differentiated in course of this investigation for
analytical purposes. However, these categories tend to conflate in the real world. Nevertheless, it can be
asserted that the EU’s policy on Iraq – despite the specific features of this case – strongly resembled
these features marking also the overall foreign policy of the European Union from Neighbourhood Policy
to interregional policies vis-à-vis Asia of Latin America as much as to the extend neighbourhood, that is
an attempt at horizontal export of EU institutions (in the broader sense).265 While the general
characteristics might resemble a ‘one-size-fits-all approach’, the specifics of the EU’s policy-making are
however strongly defined by the respective challenges of the specific case in question.266
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Obviously, the standard normative principles and norms (democracy, human rights and rule of law are
guiding EU policy formulation on Iraq. And moreover, transformative mechanisms like socialization (by
dialog and partnership), capacity-building (by empowering state institutions, personnel and civil society)
are well-known features of EU policy strategies. Conditionality, however, another often found EU
strategy no matter whether in its positive or negative form267, is not part of the EU’s policy declarations
and documents on the output level; however this is not yet excluding this ‘transformative mechanism’
from the second phase of EU policy-making that is policy implementation in Iraq.268 Beyond these
general characteristics however, the EU itself disclaims the feasibility of such an approach and argued in
favour of policy strategies and programmes being adapted to the respective specific needs as defined by
Iraq, its government, civil society and people. Every single strategic and intermediate objective or grand
and operational strategy require specific attention been given to the inherent complexity of the EU’s
analysis of and remedies for the multi-faceted challenges at hand.
Operational Tools for Council and Commission Engagement in Iraq
Concerning the EUJUST Lex-Iraq integrated rule of law mission, distinct features were founded on the
basic principles and norms of the EU itself and being part of its identity transferred to its foreign policymaking. And these features matched the programmatic statements in terms of the intermediate
objectives (grand strategies) of democratization, dialogue and partnership, ownership and the EU’s
normative premises of good governance. Moreover, the mission’s mandate – the original one of 2005 as
well as the revised one of 2010 – when it came to defining the EU’s form of engagement was marked by
a wording strongly indicative of its overall aim of empowering and supporting the Iraqi government’s
efforts by facilitating capacity building as part of CJS reforms.

The sustainability of this effort in living up to high aspirations formulated on the level of general
objectives by operational strategies and tools269, however, had obviously been suffering significantly
from the changing security situation on the ground in Iraq rendering its implementation a major
challenge from the outset.270 Despite its alleged success in terms of quantitative indicators regarding
trained Iraqi personnel271, the overall accomplishments were questioned inside the Council and the
support by MS had vanished after four Mission extensions. Hence, the Mission came to an end as of
December 2013. Still the Council affirmed “its commitment to a smooth and effective handover of the
activities of the European Union Integrated Rule of Law Mission for Iraq, EUJUST LEX-Iraq, to other EU
and international actors and to Iraqi authorities, ensuring that follow-up activity builds on lessons learnt
and achievements accomplished by the mission.”272
Commission foreign policy – taking the activities of Reconstruction and Development as focal point of
investigation in sub-section 2.1.2, 29-35 – reflected EU’s strategic objectives and strategies in terms of
‘internationalization’, ‘dialogue and partnership’, ‘ownership’ as well as it was marked by continuous
references to the Union’s normative foundations that is democracy, human rights and rule of law.
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However, especially declared operational strategies have changed in view of the rise and fall of violence
and the security situation in the country: EU policies ambitions obviously – though the general
commitment to the strategic objectives was ostensibly upheld – became re-oriented and recalibrated
from an ‘agenda for change’ to an ‘agenda for consolidating’ with the redefined short-list of operational
aims and ‘focal sectors’ for future programming as conveyed in the 2014 Multiannual Indicative
Programme. 273
This apparent downsizing of EU ambitions mirrored the MS and thereby the Councils vanishing
commitment regarding EUJUST LEX-Iraq “to a smooth and effective handover (…) to other EU
programmes, international actors and Iraqi authorities”, the achievements of which were considered
sobering as the Commission attested that Iraq still lacks a stable system of rule of law relating to a
report of UNAMI “which underscores multiple problems of Iraq’s criminal justice system”.274 Increasing
streamlining and downsizing ambitions as much as programmes, for example by gradually cutting back
the ‘focal sectors’ for EU engagement run counter to the Council as well as the Commissions ambition
and claim of pursuing a comprehensive approach.
Likewise, though budget funds remained available for continuing reconstruction and development
efforts under the mentioned EU funding instruments, consolidating EU engagement became apparent
moving away from direct engagement towards a demand-driven approach requiring Iraqi or other civil
society and NGO actors’ proactive engagement. The available funding opportunities depend, however,
on respective project proposals, actually are ‘requests’ or ‘applications’ submitted to Brussels. The
actual use of these opportunities, however, depends on respective expertise about EU procedures and
formal requirements, often implying a significant obstacle for translating eligibility and opportunities
into actual flows of money.275
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Table Iraq-6: Core elements of EU policy-making on Iraq
Strategic objectives

Intermediate aims
grand strategies
Democracy
Democratization

Stability

Security

Prosperity

International
Cooperation, incl. regional
cooperation

Operational Strategies
(Transformative
mechanisms)
• Ownership
• Reforms
• Bilateral dialogue &
partnership with Iraqi
counterparts
• Bi- and multilateral
dialogue & partnership
(‘socialization’)

POLICY TOOLS

•
•
•

• Policies, programmes and
funding instruments:

Operational instruments &
policy programmes/ measures

• PCA
• EU Mission EUJUST LEXIraq

• Policy initiatives for
partnership and
cooperation conferences
and commission in Iraq
and on regional level

Internationalization
Humanitarian Aid
State-building
Reconstruction and
Development

•
•

Capacity-building
Security governance
Empowerment of
institutions &
personnel & civil
society
Gender mainstreaming
[no explicit
conditionality]

o

o
o

Development and
Cooperation
Instrument
European Initiative
for Democracy and
Human rights (EIDIR)
Stability Instrument
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3.2.2 Continuity and Visibility of Core Concepts: Conflict Sensitivity and Comprehensive Approach
Another dimension of process coherence concerns the continuous and consistent use of core policy
concepts (‘conceptual coherence’). In its core documents and major policy statements, EU foreign policy
actors have declared their concern for a conflict sensitive (‘conflict sensitivity’) and a comprehensive
policy approach (‘comprehensive approach’) as indispensable prerequisites for effective and successful
conflict and crisis management. Due to its even more prominent appearance in EU documents, a third
core concept that is ‘local actors’/ ‘local ownership’ will be covered separately in the following subsection.

As additional indicator for ‘measuring’ output coherence of core concepts, we are taking up a similar
approach to a quantitative analysis in order to find out if the respective concepts do continuously
appear in EU documents or not. The analytical criteria used for the respective text analysis and ‘frames’
gathered in table 6 (annex 2). The more of these words are present in EU documents, the higher the
chance that the concepts are continuously applied or at least mentioned in EU documents.
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Council conclusions and decisions from the case study Mali were inductively analysed in order to extract
those words used by the EU in official documents in the context of conflict sensitivity, comprehensive
approach and local ownership (see table below). This linguistic analysis is carried out with the
programme atlas.ti276.
“Conflict sensitivity”
The term conflict sensitivity has gained more and more attention in EU crisis and conflict management
throughout the last years. A conflict sensitive approach is central for all EU engagement, as stated in the
main policy documents concerning the EU’s approach to conflict prevention.
The meaning of a conflict sensitive approach already dates back to the European Union Programme for
the Prevention of Conflicts in 2001, in which the EU stated that
“Successful prevention must be based on accurate information and analysis as well as clear
options for action for both long- and short-term prevention. It requires enhanced field
cooperation. Coherence must be ensured in early warning, analysis, planning, decision-making,
implementation and evaluation.“277
In 2007, the EU the first time explicitly links a “conflict sensitive assessment” to coherence and consistency
in its Council Conclusions on Security and Development:
“[…] systematically carrying out security/conflict sensitive assessments and conflict analysis,
where appropriate, in the preparation of country and regional strategies and programmes”.278

However, a comprehensive definition of what a conflict sensitive engagement actually means, is lacking
in most of the documents. In the academic debate, mainly three approaches to a conceptualization of
conflict sensitivity prevail. As a matter of space constraint, they are listed here in a very simplified form:
1. “Do No Harm”- approach by Anderson (1999). 279 This understanding of conflict sensitivity includes
the recognition that all actions affect a conflict. The aim with a conflict sensitive engagement is to
avoid negative impact and maximize the positive impact of the actions.
2. “Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment (PCIA)” by Bush (1999). 280 This broader approach includes
not only the causality from action to conflict, but also the fact that the conflict also has effects on
the action. It therefore requires a two-way assessment of the action-conflict relationship.
3. “Aid for Peace” approach by Pfaffenholz and Reychler (2005). 281 This approach draws upon the
two-way assessment of the PCIA-approach, but has as a starting point the examination of the
needs of the local context and includes the dimension of contributing to peace building.
As for the Commission and the Council, all references to conflict sensitivity can be allocated rather to the
first “Do no harm”-approach or between the first and the second approach. The EU institutions almost
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copy the concept of Saferworld282, as for example in a Commission document of 2013 in which it aims at
“ensuring that EU actions avoid having a negative impact and maximize the positive impact on conflict
dynamics”. Later in the document, the Commission even stated: “By applying a pro-active conflict
sensitive approach we increase the EU’s adherence to the “Do No Harm” principle”.283
Even though an official EU staff handbook from June 2015 about “Operating in situations of conflict and
fragility”284 seems to include more than a “Do No Harm”-approach, evaluations reported to the
Commission still take as a benchmark the “Do No Harm” approach.285
As this Horizon 2020 project and this report provides a “conflict sensitive unpacking of the EU
comprehensive approach to conflict and crises mechanism”286, we will apply the EU concept of conflict
sensitivity to our case studies since an evaluation of EU action does only make sense if evaluated with
appropriate measures. Even though the discussion about the appropriateness of the EU’s adoption of one
of the narrow concepts has to be conducted at some time, we will take the existent EU approach for now.
Hence, for analysing the continuity and visibility of conflict sensitivity at the output-stage of EU policymaking we will evaluate whether conflict sensitivity has been continuously reappearing in EU documents
and statements; if so, this indicates a high degree of coherence and contributes to a positive input for the
overall evaluation of output effectiveness. If the concept is not regularly reappearing but is used
indeterminately or are successively phase-out over the time span covered by the selected EU documents,
this constitutes evidence for a lack of coherence and hence a negative input to the overall evaluation of
output effectiveness.
In empirical terms, as far as this case study on EU crisis response in Iraq is concern the quantitative analysis
shows (see graph Iraq xyz) that this concept is not explicitly used in the document sample specified in
section 2. However, that is not to say that it is per se of no relevance for EU policy-making on the ground.
Rather it might be encapsulated in other policy features and core concepts, most likely regarding the local
dimension covered below.
“Holistic/Comprehensive Approach”
The second of the three main principles of EU action consists of the comprehensive approach (CA). Often
used interchangeable with the terms holistic approach or more recently the integrated approach, the
concept of the CA has various meanings. It covers everything, from consistency between policies (securitydevelopment nexus) and an understanding of all stages of the conflict cycle over a joined-up deployment
of EU instruments and resources and shared responsibilities of all levels (EU and member states) to
coordination with international partners and conflict sensitivity, local ownership and lessons learned.
Hence, in EU terms, a comprehensive approach covers all aspects that have to be taken into account in
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EU engagement. In the sense of the EU concept and in the light of recent literature, we will adopt the
notion of a comprehensive approach with four dimensions by Post (2015)287 as followed:
1) Crisis Management Instruments and Activities – What?
“The first CA dimension applies to the coordination of different types of crisis management
activities such as development, political or security means.”
2) Timeframes – When?
“A second dimension deals with the different timeframes of comprehensive crisis management
and asks how short-term and long-term crisis management instruments can be linked.”
3) Geographical Levels – Where?
“A third dimension which can be observed refers to different geographical dimensions of conflict
and its potential international, regional and local levels.”
4) Crisis Management Actors – Who with whom?
“The fourth dimension of elements to be coordinated refers to different crisis management actors
either within a system or an organization or with other actors and to the extent and with what
effect their activities are coordinated.”
How? “Finally, the question how different means are coordinated is relevant for all dimensions and also
between them.”
As the underlying principle of all EU action and therefore the EU’s comprehensive approach is local
ownership, and since local ownership is part of conflict sensitivity, the concept can be visualized as this:
Graph 2: Dimensions of the EU’s ‘Comprehensive Approach’
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First the concept ‘comprehensive approach’ is inherent in the policy features identified above as ‘grand
strategies’:
• as part to the internationalization/ regionalization strategy – in terms of encompassing external
factors influencing political and social process in Iraq (16);
• as part of interinstitutional cooperation with the UN, the World Bank or concerning significant actors
like the United States;
• as part of grand strategy of democratization, inherently encompassing all levels of society requiring
reforms in political, economic and societal structures and processes on all levels of government.
Since these features of EU engagement were also found to govern its operational objectives, strategies
and tools, these likewise resemble the ambition of comprehensive EU responses to the complex
challenges at hand. Hence, at first glance ‘process coherence’ regarding this core concept of EU crisis
response has been continuously and visibly given.
Over time, however, EU policies underwent a process of narrowing its policy engagement as part of
decisions (output) at the intermediate stages: In 2010, strategic and operational objectives, strategies
tools were focussed and thus limited in its comprehensiveness regarding the programmes funded under
the Development Cooperation Instrument (DCI): programmes were focused on a) good governance and
rule of law, b) education matching labour-market needs, and c) water management and efficiency.288
Likewise the 2014 Multiannual Indicative Programme contains policy provisions, explicitly qualified as
‘lessons learned’ from “past, on-going and planned cooperation”, that the next programme and choice of
areas for future intervention, “shall be defined by (1) areas where EU has interest in and added value for,
(2) areas where activities will be nationally owned and promote rights based approach and (3) an impact
of programmes is likely building upon 10 years of EU and broader international engagement in the
country.”289
EU policies ambitions obviously – though the general commitment to the strategic objectives was
ostensibly upheld – became re-oriented and recalibrated from and ‘agenda for change’ to an ‘agenda for
consolidating’ with the redefined list of operational goals for future programming which
“should be the protection, preservation and further development of political, financial and
human capital, invested in Iraq by the EU Member States during the 2005 – 2013 period
through the Common Security Defence Policy EU JUST-LEX IRAQ mission, the project budget
of which amounted to approximately EUR 22 million per year.”290
The issues identified for cooperation were then boiled down to three focal sectors: 1) human rights and
rule of law, 2) capacity-building in primary and secondary education and 3) sustainable energy for all.291
Moreover, as part of its implementation strategy on the operational level, the Commission stressed that
these focal sectors will be treated in an “integrated way”, and programmes will be implemented
bilaterally through Financing Agreements.292 As asserted earlier, the EU’s ambitious for pursuing a
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‘comprehensive approach’ had to pay tribute to developments on the ground influencing a lessonslearned process leading to a pragmatic adjustment in terms of a less comprehensive but more focused
on in view of previous performance most promising areas. Though the rationale behind this might be
greater effectiveness and efficiency, the end of EUJUST Lex-Iraq mission due to vanishing support from
member states might suggest, that practical experiences might have led to disillusionment among
decision makers regarding the prospects for success, once more substantiating the suspicion that overly
optimistic impact expectations tend to undermine the persistence of state-building efforts and the timedimension of the comprehensive approach.

3.2.3 Continuity and Visibility of Core Concepts: Incorporation of ‘Local Ownership/ Local Actors”
The overall EUNPACK project, as an innovative element of analysis, emphasises the local dimension of
EU crisis response policy that is the significance of involving and cooperating with local actors, state and
non-state, NGO and Civil Society actors. For the evaluation of output effectiveness, however, we do not
consider the perception of these local non-state and state-actors relevant, but rather their incorporation
into EU policy-making. Hence, this aspect of ‘process coherence’ is addressed in this separate subsection of this part of the analysis. In view of the wide-spread dis-satisfaction with the results of peaceand state-building (if not outright failure)– not just of the European Union but also of other international
actors, to name only the United States or the United Nations – the EU itself has not least as part of its
Comprehensive Approach of 2013, ascribed to a shift from a top-down to a bottom-up policy approach;
an outright evidence was provided as part of the above policy analysis when identifying ‘local
ownership’ as one of the explicit ‘grand strategies’ of EU crisis response.293 This policy shift is also
reflected in the pertinent expert literature on peace- and state-building addressing the local turn/ nonstate turn/ hybrid turn (of governance)/ bottom-up turn in the state- and peace-building community.294

As to incorporate this policy claim and important dimension, the evaluation of output-effectiveness will
also address the EU’s performance regarding the inclusion of ‘locals’, here on the level of policyformulation. ‘Locals’ can be identified at various levels of analysis: the national, the intra-state regional,
or the community level of social organization. And these levels of analysis mirror the level of EU
engagement of interventions in third countries as part of its crisis response. The concept of ‘locals’
encompass state- as well as non-state actors, in terms of civil society organizations (CSO), traditional and
customary authority and justice structures, non-state or non-statutory armed actors.295 Our first concern
regarding the empirical investigation is thus who is addressed as ‘local actor’ by EU policies? And our
second concern must be why the EU considers involvement of locals important?
“Ownership” ideally stands for sharing or embracing EU premises (including basic policy norms of ‘good
governance’ that is democracy, human rights and rule of law), policy analyses, the formulation of policy
objectives, adequate strategies and use of policy tools as legitimate and effective for policy-making. It is
not just about constitutive characteristics of ‘local people’, but also a relational concept qualifying the
political balance between outsiders and insiders of during the process of state- and peace-building. The
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concept contains also a post- or neo-colonial dimension in terms of outsiders more or less aiming at
‘empowering vs. imposing’ local communities and actors.296 And certainly this ownership can take
different qualities, for examples these premises and other policy-making elements could be an intrinsic
part of local actors’ identity and generic parts of their sets of political values, interests and preferences.
In contrast, ownership could be a more superficial quality of actors ascribing to EU policy preference
merely due to instrumental and opportunistic purposes.297
Thus, it would be important to analyse the degree of matching normative premises and political
preferences of the EU and respective local actors or existing tensions between the outsiders and the
locals. But this dimension will be reserved for the outcome and impact investigation following in our
next report and the related ‘perception’ study. In the context of output performance, however, it is
significant how the locals are included in terms of envisaged involvement into EU activities (i.e. patterns
of communication & involvement)?, a) regarding the different stages of a policy-making cycle (i.e. during
policy formulation, implementation and assessment), and b) whether is done proactively or merely at
the demand of the respective locals. Moreover, it is significant which role are ascribed to ‘local actors’:
are they conceived as mere condition takers or also as condition makers, as actual providers of security
or justice, or structural facilitators of inclusion, oversight and legitimacy. Hence the control of locals over
the policy-making process in practice and on the ground matter throughout the policy-cycle.298 The
questions guiding research on this aspect read as follows:
•
•
•

Why are ‘locals’ considered significant for policy-making according to EU documents and policy
formulation (policy output)?
What kind of local state- and non-state actors are considered during the input and output phase of
policy-making?
Which patterns of communication & involvement and which roles are foreseen, recommended or
supposedly required for successful engagement?

The of EU crisis-response policy in Iraq conducted above provides ample evidence that the EU – the
Council as well as the Commission – considered Iraqi ownership as indispensable in all its efforts of
supporting or assisting the Iraqi governments across levels of political organization. Iraqi ownership – as
the highest level of ‘local’ engagement – hence has been an operational objective as much as an
operational strategy for EU day-to-day policy making. This operational strategy was a specific inference
from the general insight proclaimed by the Council as part of the EU’s Strategic Partnership with the
Mediterranean and the Middle East: “These challenges will not be overcome by maintaining the status
quo; political, social and economic reform is required. Such reforms can succeed only if they are
generated from within the affected societies; they cannot and should not be imposed from outside.” 299
Hence, the EU ambition has been to enable and empower state institutions in line with the “Iraqi
government’s priorities”.300 Simultaneously, this statement underlines the EU’s policy premise
addressed above that a one-size-fits-all approach in not viable for crises response policy. In the same
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vain, the EU Commission conveys its premise regarding Iraqi ownership when admitting that to realize
EU objectives “will depend on the degree to which they are shared by the Iraq government and
evolution of the security situation”. 301 Additionally, the Commission considered support for institutionbuilding in various sectors an option “depending on the Iraqi interests” also assistance for
“democratization, civil law enforcement, the rule of law and the justice sector and human rights”.302
Further evidence of the EU’s Iraqi-ownership strategy as basic principle and operational strategy of EU
policy was provided, for example, when the Council stressed in the preamble of the EUJUST LEX-Iraq
mission mandate that this was responding to “the wish of the Iraqi authorities for the EU to become
more actively involved in Iraq and that strengthening the criminal justice sector would respond to Iraqi
needs and priorities.”303 Likewise, at a later stage, the Commission qualified its Joint Strategy Paper
2011-2013, issued in 2010, as a response to the “main priorities discussed during the thorough
consultations process with the government and civil society” allegedly reflecting those in the Iraqi
National Development Plan.304
The pertinent documents scrutinized here also reveal as another feature indicating the EU’s declared
strive for instigating Iraqi ownership in terms of the chosen terminology that is the distinct wording of
the respective documents of the Council or the Commission alike when formulating strategic as well as
operational objectives. Likewise, the EU way of formulating (‘framing’) strategies and policy instruments
strongly convey and promise to the Iraqi counterparts that all EU action is intended as to enable and
empower and hence to facilitate promoting Iraqi preferences: The EU has obviously taken an effort to
avoid impression our undercut any suspicion of pursing its policies in terms of attempts at superimposing its own preferences on Iraqis. This is not just visible by the many explicit statements
advocating Iraqi ownership, but moreover by indicating its good services providing ‘merely’ ‘support’ or
‘assistance’ for political objectives, strategies and programmes defined by the Iraqi government. The
official and declared EU policy is hence on the output level strongly mainstreamed as to avoid the
impression EU policies geared towards ‘high jacking’ Iraqi institutions and government programmes or
ambitions of governing Iraq from Brussels.305
Some evidence for EU words being followed by deeds have been substantiated already above, for
example providing for an active and input role for the Iraqi government in producing the Strategy Paper
of 2008 and Partnership and Cooperation Agreement of 2009/12 aiming at establishing regular
cooperation framework where jointly formulated. Likewise regarding the EUJUST Lex-Iraq mission the
ambition was to incorporate Iraqi functionaries in the process of defining the training activities down to
the respective programmes and syllabi. However, whether these claims were actually guiding policymaking at later stages of the policy-cycle that is during policy implements is waiting to be seen.
Regarding the lower levels of ‘local’ engagement, the previous analysis has not generated much in terms
of substantial evidence. Having said this, however, demands for a cautious judgement since this finding
might be due to a selection bias of the document sample analysed. Moreover, the local dimension
enters the picture in terms of EU concerns regarding locals as ‘passive entities’ addressing – sometimes
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merely implicitly, those suffering from human right abuses, gender or minority discrimination. Thus, we
might suspect more about this dimension’s empirical evidence entering the stage of investigation when
shifting our attention to policy implementation. At that point, it will become salient also to incorporate
EU policy-making on the ground, first and foremost by the EU delegation’s efforts of involving locals not
just in and around Bagdad but also in the various regions and local levels of engagement in Iraq not least
when it comes to the on-site dimension of reconstruction and development policy under the
Commission’s aegis. Here again, it is important to realize that the EU became most ostensive about
appreciation of Civil Society Organization in its Multiannual Indicative programme of 2014, stressing its
regular contact to CSO which are supported on a project-based approach and are as such potential
beneficiaries of the PCA as well. The significance of the CSO’s role in stabilizing and reforming Iraq was
additionally stressed by CSO being part of al “specific objectives” as a core element of the “sector
intervention framework” being part of the MAIP.306

3.2.5 Continuity and Visibility of Core Concepts over Time – the Quantitative Dimension
In this case study on EU crisis and conflict management in Iraq many of the facets of the concepts show
up directly and explicitly or sometimes more implicitly. As a complementary investigation, following the
route chosen in sub-section 3.1.2 regarding the determinacy represented in EU documents, the
representation of core policy concepts will also be analysed quantitatively.307 Across the overall sample
that is including Council as much as Commission core documents, the quantitative analysis shows that
‘local ownership’ is the most represented concept, followed by the ‘comprehensive approach’ and
‘conflict sensitivity’.

Table Iraq-7: Iraq_EU core concepts
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In contrast, however, considering the Council Conclusions sample on its own, the quantitative analysis
shows that the concept ‘comprehensive approach’ is by far the most represented concept, followed by
‘local ownership’ and ‘conflict sensitivity’, the latter almost being marginalised especially in the more
recent years (see Table 8).
What is – or at least could be – the message behind these variations?
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•

•

•

•

First, it seems to be important who is referring to which concept the two separate quantitative runs’
varying results that the conflict sensitivity as well as local ownership is more often represented in
Commission documents, while the Council apparently tends to stress the comprehensive approach
over the other two concepts.
Second, we could speculate about the reasons and causes for this variance: may be the
comprehensively is more strategic, while the concepts of local ownership and conflict sensitivity is
more relevant for policy implementation on the ground which is other than the EUJUST LEX-Iraq
mission a Commission prerogative.
Third, the concept of ‘local ownership’ is relatively gaining in significance as time goes by, especially
following the Council decision to close down the mission in December 2013 complemented by
disillusionment and frustration about achievements by EU Member States.
Fourth, a separate run of Commission documents could be fruitful for possibly illustrating the
Commission’s more focused and confined approach as became manifest during the qualitative
analysis of the Commission’s documents, that is the Joint Strategy of 2011 and the Multiannual
Indicative Programme, by another revealing correlation.

Table Iraq-8: Iraq EU Council Conclusions_ core
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3.2.4 Institutional Coherence
Institutional coherence is conceptualized as horizontal-internal coherence of policy-making across
Community and Council foreign policy domains. This type of ‘coherence’ is first of all about technical and
procedural policy coordination ‘across pillars’. However, this dimension might become political and

62

politicized, if competencies are contested or Member States are tempted to interfere with procedural
coordination.308
For our analytical purposes, ‘institutional coherence’ is defined as involvement of EU institutions and
agencies according to the governing rules as ultimately defined in the Treaty of Lisbon, and respective
operational mandates. It becomes manifest in terms or regular engagement of the mandated institution
as well as successfully policy coordination during the decision-making and output generation of policymaking among EU institutions, the Council, the Commission, but also the EU Parliament. If our empirical
investigation shows significant overlap or even doubled responsibility for the same assignment, ‘turf wars’
among agencies or significant time-lags in decision-making, this indicates weak or lacking institutional
coherence.309
As part of the empirical analysis of EU crisis response in Iraq, some issues of institutional coherence
occurred which are now addressed in detail. Despite the variety of frameworks, there are some
overlapping features in the EU approach to the region: ‘Brussels’ as the hub of EU policy-making in general
and foreign and security policy in particular stands for a multi-actor institution. The European Commission,
the Parliament and the Council form a complex structure with different although overlapping
competences and instruments regarding foreign policy and specifically conflict and crisis management.
The Commission represented (up to the Lisbon Treaty the first pillar that is) the community or
supranational part of European integration. And following Kuzmichewa in this respect, 310 the Commission
has a higher profile in the Middle East due to the primary engagement in development promotion and the
respective necessary instruments (aid, trade, financial resources etc.) at its disposal. The Council
(responsible for the II Pillar, and intergovernmental CFSP) is expected to provide for a coherent foreign
policy of the EU on behalf of its Member States. It has mainly been represented by diplomatic activities
of the respective High Representative for Foreign and Security Policy (HR) on behalf of the Union, first
Javier Solana (1999-2009), followed by Catherine Ashton (2009-2014) and currently Federica Mogherini
(2014- ). 311
Already in 2003, Crowe pointed out that early on in EU engagement in Iraq, de facto decision-making
patterns privileged the HR over the formal tasks of the Political and Security Committee (PSC) regarding
coordination with other key players and with Council endorsement. Still HR Solana’ empowerment found
its limits if tensions existed between MS and the Council and particularly the respective Presidency.312
Solana’s empowerment was not least due to the leadership role he de facto played in certain aspects of
EU policy on the Balkans and the FYROM. His role was significantly strengthened due to the personal
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invitation by the Egyptian President or the UN Secretary-General to represent the EU in the Middle Eastern
Quartet.313
Coordination among EU institutions as well as between the EU institutions and external actors was also a
challenge concerning the EUJUST LEX integrated rule of law mission under CFSP and thus formally Council
control. In view of the mission’s narrow mandate and – due to the awkward security situation – limited
in-country presence “cooperation with the European Commission, the US and European bilateral
programmes was crucial,” as Korski reported:314
“The main vehicle for international cooperation has been the Rule of Law Sector Working
Group, chaired by the Iraqi Chief Justice. Three EU institutions are represented at the group’s
meetings: EUJUST LEX, the Commission Delegation and the EU Presidency. An initial member
of the mission’s Baghdad office was also a Commission official. Yet with the Commission itself
only having a limited presence in Baghdad, most of the coordination took place in Brussels.”
Hence, functionally as much as politically, to have two offices, a Coordination Office in Brussels and a
Liaison Office located in the British embassy in Baghdad, accompanied a year later by the European
Commission office, on the one hand might give rise to suspicion for enhanced coordination problems
and thus lack of policy coherence. 315 However, given limited information access regarding the early
years of the mission to the knowledge of this author, coordination between EU institutions (horizontal
coherence) as much as between institutions and MS (vertical coherence)problems within Iraq can be
assumed to be mitigated by the various institutions location on the same British compound in Iraq. By
virtue of this arrangement, the British moreover provided for the security of the others in view of the
varying security situation in Bagdad and Iraq.316
In sum, institutional coherence remains a political and functional challenge for every complex
institutions and thus also for the EU’s foreign policy-making. What the public as well as researches get to
see in terms of lacking coherence, one might suspect without being unfair, are different sizes of the tip
of the iceberg. Available evidence, however, suggests assessing this challenge being of moderate
significance and its overall impact on EU effectiveness as moderately negative.

3.3 EU Output Effectiveness as Policy Consistency/ Appropriateness According to Experts
How consistent is the substance of EU policy-making? Consistency is here understood as appropriateness
of the policy features identified earlier, considered to be given if EU features (problem definitions &
policy objectives, strategies and instruments) match or resonate with the analyses and prescriptions of
non-EU experts. The match of EU policy features with the analytical dimensions of experts´ (problem
descriptions, problem evaluations and causal statements), combined with the evidence base and
313
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plausibility of the pertinent scholarly research should be indicative of the ‘appropriateness’ and thus the
‘consistency’ of EU policy formulation. The more such a match can be certified, the more effective the
EU’s analytical prescriptive capacity is and thus the higher its output effectiveness. The guiding
questions for addressing this second category hence read as follows:
How ‘appropriate’ are the identified policy features (premises & objectives, strategies & instruments) in
view of a given problem/ challenge at hand?
Do EU problem-definitions match those of non-EU experts?
Do the prescribed policy strategies (grand & operational) match with causal assumptions?
Do prescribed instruments/ tools match with strategies and objectives of the EU?
Match of EU Problem-Definitions with those of Experts?
a) the EU as model for the world
Summing up section 1.3 (see above), it was already asserted that EU strategic and intermediate
objectives covered briefly improving security, stability and prosperity. These objectives were identified
and formulated against the backdrop of the respective political, economic and social challenges
perceived as besetting Iraq. As proposed, these features could be dubbed the essentials for a state or
society to survive – as has been indicated by the Council, Commission, and member states alike.317 The
EU strategic objectives as well as the intermediate aims (or grand strategies) are easily discernible form
EU policy output that is pertinent EU documents on its crisis response to the identified challenges.
Concerning intermediate aims or grand strategies, however, these are already coloured by the Unions
identity as a pluralistic polity founded on the principle of ‘unity in diversity’ facilitated and legitimized by
democratic institutions based on the principles of human rights, and the rule of law. By promoting its
constitutive set of social and political norms and practices, the EU once more promoted, based on its
own historical experience, itself as a role model in term of externalizing and exporting its ‘institutions’ to
Iraq.
This deeply ingrained feature of the EU’s foreign policy also in Iraq is certainly ‘understandable’ in terms
of the EU and its MS history and identity formation. However, should the ‘model EU’ serve as
orientation for policy-making towards the outside world? Answers to these questions might be
ambiguous: Yes, if and insofar this model is guiding policy-making without constraining it like a straightjacket. That is to say that for reasons of internal and external legitimacy, the EU cannot risk losing
credibility by allowing policy objectives to justify ‘contradictory’ policy strategies and tools. No, if and
insofar as this would mean to assume that this model can easily be exported as a recipe for successful
conflict and crisis management. However, the EU is on the one hand said to follow a one-size-fits-all
approach, on the other hand proclaims in its programmatic statements the necessity of local ownership
and adjustment of its policy to the respective social and political context.318
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Problem-definition and crisis response: the EU’s policy-cycle model
This empirical case study – and this holds similarly true for the complementary ones on EE engagement
in Afghanistan and Iraq – points to a basic shortcoming regarding the EU’s concept of the “Conflict
Cycle” as incorporated to EEAS documents. It goes without saying that concepts never fully match
reality, however, the thorough reading of EU documents renders some implicit and explicit assumptions
dubious especially if we assume that these assumption may be to varying degrees govern crisis response
policy.

As the EEAS figure 1 – reproduced above – the standard depiction of the conflict cycle shows, the phases
of the cycle (Pre-crisis/Crisis/Post-Crisis)are not defined by attributes of the crisis in question (mounting
conflicts, verbal threats, escalation to violent action etc.) but are defined by the variations of EU action.
Hence it this cycle represents a circular, tautological argument. The analyst – the EU internal one
preparing policy-making as much as external think tanks of academic research – needs to focus on the
issue in which conflict phase the EU responds with which actions. Thus, we require indicators for the
phases independent from EU action. However, this is not to say that social scientist necessarily have all
the answers. For example, the traditional literature measures and divides conflict-phases merely by
using the indicator ‘number of casualties’. But isn’t this to narrow an approach to do justice the
challenges at hand? Thus, we – the researchers of WP 7 – have decided to rather take up the offer from
the HIIK Conflict Barometer for which three indicators are used and then merged for our purpose:319 1)
319
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casualties (Uppsala UCDP); 2) casualties’ through terrorist attacks (global terrorism data-base); 3)
IDPs/refugees (UNHCR populations statistics data base)
Applying these indicators still requires taking specific conflict environments into account (i.e. in Mali:
‘refugee flows’ might be caused by food crisis but not by violent conflict). However, our graphs used in
sub-sections of our case studies depicting the conflict cycles for the cases Iraq, Afghanistan and Mali are
revealing that the model used inside the EU/EEAS has nothing to do with reality of protracted conflicts
marked by more or less pronounced oscillating levels of ‘conflict’/ intensity of conflict violence. The
EEAS rather seems to be appropriate for a standard fire alarm, fought by immediate action resolving the
challenge in the foreseeable future.
Moreover, this sort of ‘ideal-type’ conflict cycle can easily cover up when and how the EU is actually
engaging in an identified conflict or crisis situation. As we have learned from the empirical case study, Eu
engagement has strongly been marked by a ‘security first’ approach: without a low level of manifest
violence, institutional reforms, development and state-building activities are bound to fail. This is easy
to grasp and conclusive. However, since the EU is – at least not engaging in directly fighting violence to
bring the level of conflict down, EU engagement is confined to those points in time when the curve of
violence is as close as possible to the x-axis in the graph, instead of what is suggested by the ideal-type
graph of the EEAS. Hence, what we have here is a very pronounced mismatch of conceptual and political
realities in EU crisis response policy-making.
Match of causal assumptions believes with policy strategies & Match of chosen strategies with
operational policy tools?
Additional mismatches have been addressed by the expert literature, for example Richard Youngs early
on raised the question whether the almost exclusive focus on long-term engagement at the expense of
immediate EU action in Iraq was appropriate in view of the challenges at hand.320 However, though this
strategy might not be clever functionally, he rightly point to political ramifications since the discussion of
a new strategy for Iraq in 2003/4 had been the first substantial debate on Iraq inside the EU. What might
seem to be technically or functionally appropriate is one thing, however what is politically agreeable and
feasible is defined on political terms is another. The same argument applies to Youngs’ report of that
time, according to which the EU donors did not follow a clear state-building strategy and also no proactive policy for stemming the drift towards sectarian politics or secular-ideological parties or other
measures which would have been in line with EU concerns and especially criticism of such elements
lacking in US policy-making vis-à-vis Iraq.321 Hence, while the appropriateness of EU problem-definitions
seems to be given at least in general, the devil might, however also in this case lie with the detail and
with the translations of words, claims, and policy programmes into action. We can thus expect to get
more information on this issue when investigating policy implementation in Reports D 7.2, 7.3. and 7.4.

320
321

Youngs 2004, 5.
See ibid., 11.
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3.4. Intermediate Summary: Output Effectiveness of EU Crisis Response in Iraq
What are our core findings? By establishing three context dimension in preparation for the actual case
study on EU engagement (section 1), already the summary of the EU’s multiple engagement in Iraq in
section 1.3 it became clear that the EU as a multiple actor – aside from some of its Member State has
confined its policies to a broadly defined civilian policy. ‘Collective’ military engagement was out of the
question from the beginning due to the diverging policy choices of MS during the Iraq campaign in 2003.
As part of that overview of EU policies applied, section 2 provided for a detailed account by a systematic
investigation of the EU’s policy features, further focussed on the sub-cases of the EU-Just-Lex-Iraq CSDP
mission run by the Council/ EEAS and the Commission’s reconstruction and development policy.
However, for this report, the investigation was confined to the output-dimension of foreign policymaking which will be followed by an implementation and impact analysis at a later stage.

The focus on policy-output, however, requires qualification since the case study covers a time span of
more than ten years (2003-2016). This scope convers many micro, meso and macro policy-cycles and
thus is not purely focussing ‘just’ on the output dimension. Rather the analysis of output – EU
documents and statements across the said period – unavoidably also entails lessons learned or
consequences drawn by policy-makers from previous policy cycles – but still focused on the respective
documented output refraining from getting lost in doing all at once.
Section 3 covered the analytically most challenging part of this analysis, the evaluation of the EU’s
effectiveness regarding its crisis response output in the Iraq case. What has to be noted without going
into detail regarding the results or findings of this study:
•

•

•

•

In terms of actor unity and policy determinacy: The EU has problems of getting its act together; yes
but in view of its multi-actor-quality and the Member States remaining the gate-keepers of what is
politically agreeable, diverging preferences at the outset are not surprising. Even though it took
some time – even some years – to overcome these differences, the Council and the Commission
were able to define a broad set of policies marked by a complementary set of strategic objectives
and grand strategies fully matched by resonating objectives, strategies and tools on the operational
level. This in itself is already an achievement without, however, prejudicing the political significance
of this in terms of actually contributing to conflict and crisis management in terms of de-escalation
and reduction of violence, humanitarian suffering, and state- and peace-building.
The Analysis of ‘process coherence’ in terms of policy features was positive since the main policy
elements were pursued continuously and visible across levels of policy-making. It is understood that
the issue of process coherence will be high on the agenda again when investigating policy
implementation.
The coherence concerning core concepts characterizing EU crisis-response policy delivered a mixed
picture also reproduce in the quantitative analysis: The comprehensive approach is not just a
‘speech act’ but indeed an appropriate concept for describing the scope of EU policies conducted by
the Council/ EEAS as much as by the Commission. More ambiguous are the findings regarding the
concepts of ‘local ownership’ and ‘conflict sensitivity’. Both concept address very important features
for policies meant to external intervention in complex conflict and crisis situations.
Moreover the causal assumption underlying these policy premises of a proper policy for effective
interventions seem to conclusively define the indispensable features of policies which at the same
time are supposed to remain legitimate and effective also in the eyes of ‘local actors’ across the
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•

•

•

•

322

various levels of political and social organization. The investigation revealed that the Council and the
Commission are both declaring and pursuing the comprehensive approach in inherently conclusive
manner. At the same time, however, it became clear that the Commission is much more ascribing to
local ownership and conflict sensitivity though evidence to the relevance of the latter is not
abundant.
The investigation pointed to some question marks concerning policy consistency in terms of EU
policy-features matching expert knowledge (which is, of course, in itself diverse!). This concerns the
conceptual level of policy-making (the EEAS’s policy-cycle model) as well as operational definitions
of objectives and strategies pointing, for example, to a prime concern with long term engagement,
while immediate measures are first covered by the EU Commission’s humanitarian aid via ECHO.
Moreover, this apparent concern about the long-term perspective seems to run counter to the
vanishing support for policies aiming at major social reconstruction after only seven years, as it was
the case with the Rule of Law mission, which was abandoned only one year after it had entered into
full operation in-country, reportedly due to vanishing support of Member States. Long-term
engagement and demanding policy operations do not go well with politics!
Aside from the summary of substantial findings across the distinctive analytical steps, it is
indispensable to end with a cautionary remark regarding availability of information/ the data base
as well as regarding the evaluation of policy-output effectiveness:322 Information always remains
incomplete and especially for a time-span of some 12-years-plus even awkward for the early years.
Research can only work with the available information beefed up by background interviews with
involved policy actors; however the latter are getting rare soon as further back the process under
investigation are. Likewise, the evaluation remains highly subjective even though we have tried to
base our research on transparent and comprehensible methods. Judgements unavoidable remain
subjective, however, simultaneously based on evidence allowing the reader to make up his or her
own mind on the viability of the offered qualitative evaluations.
The results of this ‘subjective’ evaluation are summarised in table 8 below indicating some
differences in effectiveness of EU-output dimensions: Are these statements on effectives to positive
too optimistic? Or are they too negative or pessimistic? These statements are addressing the EUoutput performance are these ‘fair’ in comparison of crisis response policies of other international
actors (the US or the United Nations)? Are we coming closer to rendering foreign policy evaluation
in the realm of conflict and crisis management a scientific endeavor or does is – as Alexander George
once concluded – remain rather an art?

See also the introduction to section 3!
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TABLE Iraq-8
‘Output effectiveness’: Success and failure of EU crisis response in Iraq 2003-2016
Category

Criteria

Indicators

ACTOR
COHERENCE/
ACTOR UNITY

Unity of voice

1) Viability of
compromises

3) Determinacy of
common documents
a) coherence of
identified policy features
(premises, objectives,
strategies, instruments)
and
b) coherence of core
concepts

c) institutional
coherence

SUBSTANTIAL
CONSISTENCY

++

2) Relative effort
required to find
compromise predecision

a) horizontal
b) vertical

PROCESS
COHERENCE

Output effectiveness

Appropriateness of
identified policy features
<(problem definitions,
policy objectives,
strategies and
instruments)>
in view of given
problems at hand;

‘Continuity’ and ‘visibility
of core features and
concepts across levels of
policy-formulation, i. e.
on strategic and
operational level
Specific concepts:
1. ‘Comprehensive
approach’
2. ‘Conflict sensitivity’
3. ‘Local ownership’
Regular involvement of
EU institutions and
agencies as defined in
mandates in EU treaty or
basic documents
1) Match of EU
problem definition
with those of the
(non-EU) expert
community?
2) Match of strategies
with causal
assumptions?
3) Match of
instruments with
strategies and
objectives?

© Peters, Ferhatovic, Tripathi, Heinemann 2017
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+
+/++
Policy features:
++
CC: qualitatively
+
quantitatively
1) +++
2) Council: – –
Commission: +

3) ++
–

–/+
+
++

ANNEXES
Annex 1: Compilation of method aspects used for policy evaluations in section 3

This annex belongs to every of our three case-studies on EU Crisis Response in the Extended
Neighbourhood.
For the sake of saving space, it is only added once at the very end of the compilation of case studies!
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Annex 2: Method aspects regarding the quantitative analyses in sub-sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.5

Table 3: Coding of EU determinacy in core documents

Strong

Action

NonAction

Categories
4
EU as executing Actor

3

EU as supporting Actor

2

Expressive

1

Reflective

Weak

© Heinemann 2017
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Wording
- firmly
- reaffirm, reaffirms, reaffirming
- affirm, affirms, affirming
- confirm, confirms, confirming
- determine, determines, determining
- commit, commits, committing
- actively
- strongly
- will
- must
- do its utmost
- supports, supporting
- assist, assists, assisting
- contribute, contributes, contributing
- provide, provides, providing
- aims, aiming
- ensure, ensures, ensuring
- expresses the hope that
- reiterate, reiterates, reiterating
- encourage, encourages, encouraging
- strive, strives, striving
- recalls, recalling
- calls on
- urge, urges, urging
- notes, noting
- recognize, recognizes, recognizing
- consider, considers, considering
- views, viewing
- intend, intends, intending

Linguistical Analyses_ Atlas.ti:
determinacy
Atlas.ti commands:
SUPPORTIVE:=supports|supporting|assist|assists|assisting|contribute|contributes|contributing|provide|
provides|providing|aims|aiming|ensure|ensures|ensuring
REFLECTIVE:=notes|noting|recognize|recognizes|recognizing|consider|considers|considering|views|
viewing|intend|intends|intending
EXECUTIVE:=firmly|actively|strongly|reaffirm|reaffirms|reaffirming|affirm|affirms|affirming|confirm|
confirms|confirming|determine|determines|determining|commit|commits|committing|will|
must|do its utmost
EXPRESSIVE:=expresses the hope that|reiterate|reiterates|reiterating|encourage|encourages|encouraging|
strive|strives|striving|recalls|recalling|calls on|urge|urges|urging

Linguistical Analyses_ Atlas.ti regarding EU Core Concepts
Table 6: Coding for Quantitative Analysis of Core Concepts
Concept
Conflict Sensitivity

Comprehensive Approach

Local Ownership

Wording
- Sensitive, sensitivity
- Impact
- Effect
- Risk, risks
- Comprehensive,
comprehensiveness
- Integrated
- holistic
- Civil, civic, civilian
- Local
- Non-state
- NGO

© Peters, Heinemann 2017
LOCAL OWNERSHIP:=civic|civil|civilian|local|non-state|NGO
CONFLICT SENSITIVITY:= sensitive|sensitivity|impact|effect|risk|risks
COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH:=comprehensive|comprehensiveness|integrated|holistic

in order to avoid autocodation of nouns we preclude: support, aim, note, view, recall

CASE STUDY: IRAQ
Analysis Iraq: Total Docs Sample
TOTALS
Reflective
73
Expressive
215
Supportive
348

73

Executive

121

TOTALS:

757

Determinacy Iraq_Total Document Sample
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Reflective

Expressive

Supportive

Executive

Analysis Iraq: Total Core Concepts
TOTALS
comprehensive approach
77
conflict sensitivity
58
local ownership
159
TOTALS:

294

Iraq_EU core concepts
200
150
100
50
0
comprehensive approach

conflict sensitivity

local ownership

Analysis Iraq: EU CC Docs Sample
2004

2005

Reflective
Expressive

4
3

11
19

0
9

5
27

4
19

1
17

0
2

0
0

0
0

0
8

2
22

2
22

1
7

30
155

Supportive
Executive

8
4

18
5

10
2

24
7

15
9

10
4

1
1

0
0

0
0

4
2

19
4

14
9

3
5

126
52

19

53

21

63

47

32

4

0

0

14

47

47

16

363

TOTALS:

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 TOTALS
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Determinacy Iraq_EU CC by
years

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%

2016

TOTALS

2015

2014

2013

10

25

Expressive

8
6
4

10
15
Executive

Supportive

5

2

0

0

0

0

10

5
Expressive

Reflective

20

20

10

30

Reflective

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

0%

2005

2010
years

2015

Executive
Expressive

Supportive
Reflective

Analysis Iraq: Iraq EU CC_ core concepts by years
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 TOTALS
comprehensive
approach

4

4

2

1

1

1

2

1

0

1

1

4

0

22

conflict sensitivity

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

local ownership

6

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

4

3

4

21

TOTALS:

10

5

2

2

3

2

2

2

0

1

6

7

4

46
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Iraq EU CC_ core concepts by
years
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
TOTALS

0%

comprehensive approach

conflict sensitivity

6

1

2

4

.8
.4
.6
local_ownership

conflict_sensitivity
2
3

0

0

.2

1
0

comprehensive_approach

4

local ownership

2005

2010
years

2015

conflict_sensitivity
local_ownership

comprehensive_approach

Source: Tarnoff 2009, summary.
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Annex 3: Summary of Proposals for Phased Engagement of EU Commission (2004)

Source: EU Commission 2004, Framework Document, 11.
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Annex 4: New EU Objectives for Iraq According to the Joint Strategy Paper (2011)

Source: Joint Strategy Paper 2011-2013, 35f.
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Annex 5: EU Commission’s Sector Intervention Framework according to the MAIP 2014
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